<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mon. Jan. 21</th>
<th>WNBG 1340</th>
<th>Murray, Kentucky</th>
<th>1,000</th>
<th>1:25 - 1:40</th>
<th>f/c: NNRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 CFOX 1470</td>
<td>Pointe Claire, Quebec</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>3:30 - 4:00</td>
<td>NRC/CDXC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 WBUY 1440</td>
<td>Lexington, N. Carolina</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 6:30</td>
<td>test-mrc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 WBNB 1000</td>
<td>Charlotte Amalie, V.I.</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00</td>
<td>NRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jan. 26</td>
<td>1ZD 1000</td>
<td>Tarangau, New Zealand</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5:00 - 5:07</td>
<td>NZDXRL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jan. 27</td>
<td>CKOV 630</td>
<td>Kelowna, British Col.</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2:10 - 3:50</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 28</td>
<td>KFRO 1370</td>
<td>Longview, Texas</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 5:00</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 CBA 1070</td>
<td>Sackville, New Bruns.</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:55</td>
<td>NRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Feb. 4</td>
<td>KDBM 800</td>
<td>Dillon, Montana</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2:30 - 3:00</td>
<td>test:NASWAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Feb. 11</td>
<td>KBAM 1270</td>
<td>Longview, Washington</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:01 - 4:00</td>
<td>TESST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 WNOH 1550</td>
<td>Raleigh, North Carolina</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:30 - 5:00</td>
<td>test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Feb. 18</td>
<td>WPW 1570</td>
<td>Piqua, Ohio</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3:30 - 4:00</td>
<td>TESST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 CBN 640</td>
<td>St. Johns, Newfoundland</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00</td>
<td>NRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Feb. 25</td>
<td>WPCO 1500</td>
<td>Mount Vernon, Indiana</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:30</td>
<td>TESST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 WAUX 1510</td>
<td>Waukesha, Wisconsin</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:30</td>
<td>TESST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 WLVU 1520</td>
<td>Loves Park, Illinois</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4:30 - 5:00</td>
<td>TESST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"AN" SITUATION - ALL OFFS! - 1300-WAVY 1350-WAVY 1500-WTOP (s/off 2am): CKOE (MM) only

110 WMIU-Ex-WDEB 1320 21ST NRC 1380 WMTD Hinton, West Virginia NRC
/1320 WKRE 1390 kc/s., now 5kwD1 NRC 1500 WSEM Donaldsonville, Ga. NRC

TWO BIG DX SPECIALS MONDAY JANUARY 4 GIVE NRC AN INTERNATIONAL FLAVOR!

CFOX-1470 POINTE CLAIRE, QUEBEC 3:30-4:00
This is a friendly station, now on with higher power (ten kilowatts now) and this program may bring you taped messages from CDXC members, plus country/western music, and some tone signals too. We want to thank CFOX's president, Mr. Gordon Sinclair, for putting this program on for us, and we only regret that 1470 is never completely clear for XESM is never silent, but let's hope this might be one of the Sundays that WDEB might be resting! The mailing address is Mr. Gordon Sinclair, President, Radio Station CFOX, 203 Hymus Boulevard - Pointe Claire, Quebec, Canada. ARR: ANDY NUGG

WBEB-1000 CHARLOTTE AMALIE, ST. THOMAS, VIRGIN ISLANDS
A special hour-long DX will be heard from 4-5 am EST (5-6 am AST, time at WBEB) for the NRC from a brand new station, WBEB, 1,000 watts, non-directional, unlimited time. We are endeavoring to get ETOK in Oklahoma City to stand by for this period to enhance chances of hearing WBEB all over the country, maybe even beyond! They also operate WBEB-TV-10. This will give everyone a fine chance to add a new country to his DX Log, so be sure to be "all ears" for this hour! Our thanks go to Mr. Robert Cross, President of WBEB, for his kindness to the NRC, and we hope everyone hears him. L.X. HUSS FULL HOUSE!

This is a really full issue, and we got everything in received at Brooklyn NQ except one report from a member who had already sent one in earlier. We had to drop out locations of stations, etc., from those received on deadline day, Tuesday 1/8, in order to get everybody's Musings in, and we hope you boys don't mind. A good issue - HEAD ON!
Latest additions here are WTHK-1530, WEZJ-1440, WAAJ-1550, WXUR-930, & KTOF-1420. Most recent veries are v/c's from KONO-860, KMAM-1530, WVOH-920, & v/1-SS from WXYC-1460-DX. Unusual reception was logging WTMJ-1530 s/on easily atop WCKY @ 8am 12/29; WLAG-1510 almost like a local @ 9:15em 1/5; & KTOE being as strong as if only about 100 miles distant, 1/7 @ 3am - they're the only station that topped WOR's 1420 harmonic for me! Incidentally, they said they'd be on every MM only. For DXers needing N.H. look for WSNM-1590 - they're now AN, weak behind WAKR AN. WXUR is easy to log day-long here. Media is a suburb of Philadelphia.

Pete Clarius - 1553 Castleton Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York

Happy New Year, everybody, & here is a long delayed report from the Wilkus of Staten Island. The following are no news takes since 11/25 - CKLM CMCA WYVA WERE WTSI WOGS WREX WYRM WVCH TVTRN ZFBI WOYB (this one logged as early as 3:30pm) WBOC WWHY. This brings my log to 1,518 with 1,304 verified. On WIWI, I logged them as early as 4:40am EST on 970 kc/s. on MM 12/31. Both they & ZFBI were coming in very loud & clear. Veries have come in from WXWA WVCH TVTRN ZFBI WOYB WBOC & WWHY. For the time being I am BXing with an eight tube table model Zenith with a built-in aerial. Certainly enjoyed that get-together at Hubert's. I feel bad it is impossible for me to have a gabfest at my place but our apartment is sm small we would have to meet in shifts. Oh well, perhaps some day I will have a larger place.

Paul Bartos - 829 South Brairard Avenue - La Grange, Illinois

Where is CHUM or CHUM? Heard them @ 2:50 12/31 with "Zero Zero." Another question, & I'm sure hope someone can help me with this one - at 2:30 on 12/61 (?) a good signal on 900 (give or take a few kc/s) with announcement, "On the air with tone modulation" during a test. Ideas? AndR a cinch @ 3am. CHUM-900 in very well during above test & after. They are coming in as early as SSS & stay there AN. At first, thought maybe I had KGW-900 Hamilton, Tex. Nuts! Strongest MM. KVNN a cinch with 25kw. Wi with WQFL off. A correction on last Musings. Correction on WLS sked. Mort Crowley of WLS going to KHJ Los Angeles. I'll fill you in when new sked is established. I am trying frantically to find out what has become of former WWK-1380 (St. Louis) DJ "King Richard" & will send a parcel of 5¢ stamps to anybody who can fill me in on info leading to discovery of local whereabouts! Also, any word on former WJJD-1160 DJ Stan Major or Mel Hall? What has happened to KED? They have taken a cue from WTMJ Milwaukee & are beginning daytime programming into the Chicago market! Reception excellent all last week with snow on ground. Right now they are not there, though, so maybe it was a case of fantastic day CK? WJR was in at noon with a weak but steady signal on my transistor radio, KXL & WCKY ditto. Verie report next time. 73s.

Ernie Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn 25, New York

Nice full house this issue, boys! Keep up the fine work! Veries: HJFD-530 v/1-SS, a second from WISA-1340, this one in perfect EE; gives sked as 5am-10pm EST., 1,000/500 Ul; & WSAO-1550 v1. DX: 1/2- Nothing new; noted WFLI-1070 ET day pattern & WTOP-1500 off AN @ 3:10 or so. 1/3- WBOB-1560 ET, band mx 2:14-2:20, very weak here, but enough for report. Un. WACE-730 ET/ID @ 2:30. 1/5- Unn WCGR-1550 TT @ 1:14; unR WJIL-1370 ET/TI same time. Goodie WKSC-1300, new one in Kershaw, S.C. RS s/on or 4am "Dixie" & then cw mx in/out with WERE, with WAZV not on AN, happily. Noted 4:55am s/on of HIST-320, still using calls with numbers & gave the SW calls & frequencies as well & dominated 620 beautifully here. Anyone wanting to add Dominican Republic, go after this powerhouse! Thought I had long-sought WRBS-1350 @ 5:02 with cw mx, but I got nicely barked by WQK, of all stations, which has a Hillbilly Jamboree at that time! Then to 1580 for WMTL's r/o-TT, tough with WCLS/WVIS both on RS, but logged & reported for last 4¢ report, hi. 1/7- Beautiful TA AM, & logged Vienna-1475, never heard before, but this time in S-7, and, Allen Nissen, read this & weep - WHOM was TTTing at the same time just 5 kc/s, above them! Light concert mx on 1530 = 1:52, is this KFEK? A TA on 1502 with cl mx on plaro = 1:54, & announcement = 1:58, followed by a string of code V's. Sounded FF to me, but I note someone reported a Pole on here recently - anyone ID this one, I hope? No FF listed on 1502 by FBIS. Noted KTOE back on their AN @1 sked, cw mx. WQOK-1440 another of their recent plentiful ETs @ 2:07. An S-3 cc with some TT cut no announcements heard on 1510 1:30-2:10 & on. 1/3- Unn WCCA-1490 way on top with f/c-TT 1:15-1:30. TT behind WTOP-1500, no announcements not ed; 1:30-1:35, then disappeared. No-speech TT-1550 1:33-1:35 abrupt s/off. BUFFALO164.
Greetings from Florida, where cities of Provincetown, Mass, spend vacation. Down here with me is Robert Fuchner & we've been spending a nice time together visiting stations, etc. Bill Berghammer called unexpectedly but due to circumstances almost beyond my control we weren't able to meet. This reminds me, if you're travelling down this way, please let me know in advance giving your time of arrival, length of stay, & where you're staying so we can avoid a disappointing incident. Here are some technical & verie facts about WCKR-610. They are 5kW U-4. The day pattern is a slight cardiac which offers some protection to WSUN-520. The night pattern is a figure-8 running NE/ SW or parallel to NA. WCKR is very easy with verie. Even a single musical sédation with the correct time is all that is needed. Reports should be addressed to CE. DX up the dial again: VOA-1565 getting weaker here. HJFF-1533.AN. XELZ-1440 "Radio LE" in unusually early. Radio Mimo Nacional-1200 in Venezuela a regular after SSS. CMK-1180 from 1190. HJZ-1046 from 1047.5 & still loud. TIR-975 AN inc. MM. HOF-964, from 965. VOA-933?? & in EE. OBX4B-996 AN? LLA-970 AN. HHJN-760 with increased power but not sure. CM-650 Radio Rebelde possibly in Trinidad with no calls as-signed. And finally, stations having NSP in Miami include WQAM-560 WCKR-610 WFUN-790 WMTZ-940 WIKA-1360 & WMAM-1490. Off MMs are WGBB-710 WMIE-1140 WAME-1260 WFTL-14 CO & WSWP-1450. Well, what's black & white & red all over? Find out next week. 73 & DX.

Alex Rowab - Box 152 - Spring Hill College - Mobile 22, Alabama

Christmas vacation from school was most welcome & was able to get in some fair DX while at home. 12/21- Um WAFB-900 r/c-TT 1:00; KLMR-920 r/c-TT 2:05; um WSCF-1240 r/c-TT 2:10-2:25. 12/22- Um KFDA-1440 r/c-TT 1:30. WTIX-680 off AN; um XTRA heard & much-needed KHKY logged weakly under XETRA 1:55. Two new loggings via call change were made on 680 in less than three minutes: KVAT ex-KENS & KBRR. Ex-KNEC both heard around 2:00. 12/25 KNOC-1450 either ending a test or signing off at 2:25. 12/27 WBCA-1150, a station 20 miles W of here was heard on what they announced as their r/c, testing with mx & TT, IDing every 30 seconds. This one is not in new f/c list (4th Thursday, 1:45-2:00.). 12/31- A station on 1270 heard @ 3:37 with announcer using not-too-fluent FL giving five hours behind EST & announcing s/off would be in 23 minutes. Also mentioned after playing a song it was quite popular on the mainland. Undoubtedly this was KNDI Honolulu, but WKYR s/on @ 3:59 killed their s/off announcement & no ID heard. Hawaii was coming in that morning, as I heard bits of KORE PS under FS's TT after 4:00, which was Hawaiian Log #2. Back to 1270, while listening to what I believe to be KODI, a rr station faded in momentarily, gave temperature as 140 below zero & played an rr record. Wonder if this could have been KEHY, Anchorage? Only other station heard on 1270 at the time was an unIDed SS. WABA-850 logged at s/on 4:00; WJW-850 gave test ID @ 4:06; WNDN-920 s/on 5:00; WMQG-1490 s/on 4:56. No WKFU-1550 DX heard; KCUH-1540 was testing 5kw day XR @ 4:30 & WBSJ was coming through on 1560. The 610 station in Pensacola, Fla, has me puzzled. I haven't heard them give any call letter IDs in two days. They were formerly a good mx WDEB, but now they are a cw/rr station calling themselves "Med Radio." New call might be WMEL, but I haven't heard them mention any call letters yet.

Tom Colhurst - 2330 F Street - San Diego 2, California

12/5 found KSUM-590, Utah atop KFXM Cal. @ 9:30am EST. 12/16- KLIP-1220, Cal. s/off @ 7:45pm, #143 from Cal. ?? 12/17, XEY-1460 DX in real neat, although KENO had their OC on. I'm pretty sure it was KENO as I heard a news siren come on suddenly & then off. Sounded rr'ish, not like KDON. 4:33, KNOT-1450 Ariz. r/c over KTIP; a TT on 1270 IDed as KBAM, Wash. testing 5kw @ 4:55; KVNT-640, Ia. heard weakly with cv, one ID @ 4:56; WCAR-1220 0., going into RS after s/on, noted @ 5:32. 12/24, KM brought WSTD-1560 0. over an unik station @ 5:40; 7:01, KONI-1480, Utah s/on EE, then to SS; K50P-1370, Utah noted @ 7:15, cw; KDIB-1390, N.M. with 7:30 NX through/over XZNN; KKEH-920 Cal. s/on @ 7:44; 7:55 found WHFD-880 0. a real surprise, had heard a strong signal on 880, previously, thought it to be WCBS. Finally it got too late, I reasoned, for NY to be coming in & decided to listen. By that time WFD was too weak to log, hi! Another Mm added @ 8:14, KORZ-780. Verie, blaugh: CJO-1220 v/f; KSVO-980 WAPA-68 V/QS; XEHO-850 crummy v/c. V/ses appreciated: WKEW-1450 WMBG-970 WCOA-1360 KAHU-940 KIUN-1400 KEMP-930 WCOL-1580 KOKA-1550 KTMN-1400 KHEC-970 KEDL-1340. Also XEJ-730, Leon, Gto, was noted in EE 12/22 @ 8:10am & 12/28 @ 8:28pm, with NX, mx programs. Might be good for those who don't understand SS to well (like me, hi) & want a verie.
Greetings from the Quality DXers in Omaha. 12/28, checked the mailbox for veries and found a letter from KWUS-1390, Muskogee, Okla. which had already verified the week before. When I opened it, I was surprised to find I had won their "Far Away Contest." The prize consisted of a $10 check, & in return they want a tape by me to read over the air. Now that's what I call quality DX, hi! 12/15, f/c KCNI-1280, Broken Bow, Neb. 1:49-1:55am. 12/17, DX, KXYC-1460, Ciudad Juarez, Chim., 3-3:10, f/c WHSC Hartsville S.C. 2:04-2:13. 12/19- RS KVEG-1590, Great Bend, Kans. 5:33-6:40pm. 12/24- KEDB-1440 Amarillo. Tex. 1:35-1:40am. F/c, KEDM-1270, Mandan, N.C. 2:14-2:20. RS, KAM-670, Honolulu, 2:58-3:30. RS, KORL-650, Honolulu, 2:29-2:39am. RS WCB-1580, Columbus, Ga. 4:11-4:30am. S/on WFCN-1440 Bay City, Mich. 4:53-5:05am. S/on WEZJ-1440, Williamsburg, Ky. with Dixie. S/on WCBU-1440 Inkster, Mich. 5:00 with SSB. 12/25- S/off WJPG-1440 Green Bay Wis. 1:55-2:15am with Christmas mass. KVGB & KORL of the above are f/ups. As you can see 12/24 was great DX. Veries are CKEN, WROX, WSAT; second card from KGFX. Thanks to Dan Morin for info on ID of my mysteries. 73s.

Glen Kippel – 1195 South Tennyson – Denver 19, Colorado

Boy howdy, as Lady Coolbreeze would say, thanks to Pop & Ernie, DX NEWS has never looked better! Nothing like a little healthy controversy to stir up Club interest! Can't bug me man, I agree with everybody! Especially you, Jim Ernst, that's what I've been saying all along. People in the broadcasting business are more important stuff to do than write veries, so let's have reports that are worth something. Jim Critchett's was "verie" good, hi. Public Service has half-corrected my line noise, so some DX heard. All time I report domestic & back are coming queries if I've given up foreign DX, so let's skip that & get on with it: 12/24- Get up @ 2am MST to find religious program on 1420, choir, but dropped back into the noise level; KAIN-870 briefly @ 4:22; WABA-850 s/on 4:25 nice signal; march mx on 650 @ 4:43 was VYQQ, Jamaica-750 beautiful c/s on 4:47; RJR-770 over WABC 4:52; KCU-760 ID under WJR 4:53. 12/25- What did you get for Christmas? I got unn YNOL-828 bodacious signal with special DX show @ 2:12 AN, asking for reports; "Primera Emisora de Pais" on 700 @ 2:34, maybe YWMIH, TILX-726 2:38, HEBJ-840 fiesta 3:14, LA-850 powerful. If it wasn't HJRC I'll croak; XNRL-860 3:54; fair signal on 720 @ 4:01 with Christmas mx, not likely Red China, possible WGN AKR? KJCU-700 4:21, & KFXO-850 4:33. Jim E., send me a tape. All my small reels are in Muskogee, Okla, durnit. 12/25- YNOL-828 & HN-670 in fine 8:00. Slapped a couple of 6AC7's in the SX-62 to help it along until I get it aligned, very weak on the low end. Have to get a manual for it first. Hooked up an outside antenna but the bed springs still work better than anything. Hope to have Samoa (Samoan what?) definitely next XM as they promise to have my line noise eliminated by then. Remember to attend the NRC Convention in Denver on Labor Day! We are planning voodoo rites for those who don't! '63!

John Callarman – Fox 1914 – Pampa, Texas

You know, every time I receive a verie consisting of "Verified" scribbled on my report my first reaction is to wonder why they even bothered at all. But then I wonder if some chiefs - at least vaguely familiar with the old EK KO stamp system - don't think that's what we want. Say somebody works in the engineering department at KOW, where their verification consists of a "Verification of Reception" stamp pasted on the report & returned to the listener, then goes off to some smaller station as Chief where of course there are no EK KO stamps. Reason for this particular subject on which to muse - I got a verie recently from KEBU-1370 consisting of the engineer's "Verified" & signature on a photostatic copy of my report! (He also sent a letter, but none the less, he must have thought that kind of verie was what I WANTED!) Others in since last report are: WYTM KAVL KOAL-f KFBX KOAK-f KORN WCKH KWBQ-f KQXH KAM-f KFBC-f 4VAB KOKO WBOU KHAT WYXX-f XKXG-f WTCB-f KGBQ-f KIUP WSDC TICL-f KNDI KEBU WIZQ-f KSHA. Reports to KSWI-1560 for afternoon reception. 12/16- KIUPF330 noted on r/c, s/off 2: 07:30. 12/17- KXYC-1460 DX very good, but neglected to report, as did to KCOH-1380 s/o 5:00; KKH-1370 noted 5:11; KSET-1340 r/c 5:15; KNET-1450 KMMXtightly 2 quarterly f/c OK 5:20; KILH-1490 r/c 5:30. 12/27- HJFC, La Voz de la Sabana, Bogota, clear & strong AN on 1532, & this is definite reading; HJKL-605, Emisoras Nueva Grenada, Bogota, also AN & this ID @ 2:30; KJB-910 r/c.

Tom Carm - 1605 East Elmdale Court - Apt. 6 - Milwaukee 11, Wisconsin

Logged only one station 1/2 @ 1:35am, KXXO-630, St. Louis on my Zenith Royal 1000 transistor-tras-oceanic. I heard a review of top tunes of 1962. Their signal was S-9.
New multilingual CFMB-1410 is now on the air with a 5am-5am sked. In the last three months Montreal DXers have had CKGM-980, CFMB, CFOX-1470 & CKIM-1570 as added reasons for cursing. The Montreal radio audience would be better off with only CFMB CFOM & satellites of CHUM CHFI & CFFR. Sorry I was unable to send out Christmas cards this year but just wasn't possible. DX: 12/21- 640 Colombian @ 10:32pm IDed as "La Voz de Santa Marta, con mil vaticios, la voz autentica de nuestra ciudad." I hope my envelope addressed to just "La Voz de Santa Marta" en 640 kc/s, gets through. Call is unk. Has HJBJ moved? Unn WTHN-1530 ET/TT 12/23. 12/22- CKGM's best public service yet came at 5:13pm when they were silent for two hours. Hopes of finally logging WILK were only dreams as unn CBV dominated. Unn CKCR-970 was heard here for only the third time with excellent signals, 12/24- WCAI-560 f/c 12:34am; WTON-1240 r/c 12:48; HJKL-610 obviously the 605 Colombian as both are RGN stations in Bogota; unID Colombian on 1530 all AM sounded like "La Voz de Tavana"?? Unn WIVI-1580 ET 2:21; FF-800 was not IDed as CJAD 00 was too strong. CX are vastly inferior to last year at same time & loggings will never match the three-plus a day from 12/20-1/8 '61-62 Christmas holidays. Veries include CMCA-730 CFCY-630 WQDP-1360 & WAUB-1590, complete list next time. CMCA returned PP & sent a letter. Totals are approximately 1,005/900. Guadeloupe-640 has been heard but not enough data gotten. Denver plans are fizzling out - lack of $$ being the main obstacle. Rata, 73.

Wayne Plunkett - 124 John Street - Weston, Ontario

Will try to get fairly well caught up, as reporting way behind. Veries in last two months include v/c from KEX WWOH WWVI KAM, and v/l ZFEl CHSJ KORL WRCW WSGM KLAD WEPW WPTN WYSI XPF OR WEZI & WSCD. 11/17- Little heard WNAC-680 & WCVS-1450 around lam, EXTR/ quite good. 11/18- WSMN-1550 s/off 5:34pm. 11/19- ZBAI-1335 12:05am; WGAD-1350 s/off 12:02; KNOX-1310 heard right after local CFOM lam s/off. On 1270 before lam, KFZJ, then KTPI for #1 Idaho; Radio Tricolor seemed to be right on 730; XEBS seemed to be SS all over 1410, KFRU-1400 1:30am; weak SS on 1370, was this XEFS Nogales? WJOL-1340 1:50; KOTA-1380 s/off 2:02; WBOV-1240 2:05; WHAT-1340 2:07. Help! Who has been weak SS on 1270 Mm for past few weeks? Also who s/off on 560 = 2:18 with SS? WTXI-690 2:23; SS-930, ID sounded like "Radio Ecocil"; Capitol RC on 960 to my surprise turned out to be ZFEl, Pembroke, Bermuda on AN for first time; KIMN alone on 950; KXEO-1340 f/c C 2:43; KKHJ-1550 s/off 2:45; is SS-600 MM with ticking clock, bells, chimes muffled voice a Cuban or what? Real weird. KBC-1390 2:56; XEFL-1440 bothered by CKFH slop; WQSN-1450 3:02. 11/24- WANN-1190 a powerhouse 4:35pm; same for WTCR-1420 On 1270 WUBD & WLIB ID's heard together at 5pm; WJSO-1590 IDs as Johnson City; WNOE-1050 & WFAY-1550 both good. 11/25- Who was SS-1060 at 7:30pm, CMCX? 4W-1325 noted in FF @ 8:15 but no log possible. 11/26- SS-1150 ID as Radio Naderas @ 12:25am, is this XEP? CWMS-960 s/off 1:39; KOB-770 noted but quite weak after WABC s/off 12:25; WQSN-570 AN (except off 12/24); one of better catches was KOCY-1340 @ 2am; KPRC-950 s/off 2:05; WGMN-1550 Millington, Tenn, had tremendous signal on test in which they played all of Elvis' great hits (really buried WENX, Ernie). Only 500w, too! Who was testing on 990 2-3am? Also who is strange-sounding SS-920 MM & another SS under TT-990? ZFEl-960 even stronger than previous MM; only dug out one ID from KZJU-920 as bad QRM from SS; WPCN-940 must be AN; KINF-1510 made it real well & did announce at least once as just 250w; WZBI-1380 TEST was heard fairly well; CHEF-1450 was badly messed up by WTPG but managed enough for report; WCD-1440 only bothered by CCKH; only ID from KWSI-940 heard @ 4:22; WJQF-1590 made it OK.

Bob Plunkett - 317 San Fernando Way - San Francisco 27, California

Have just finished a thoroughly enjoyable Christmas vacation, especially in the way of DX. New logs during the last couple of weeks included (all times AM) 12/15- CKCK-620 5:41; WABC-770 6:00 in briefly & very strong; KABO-1350 7:32 with SS & CBX-1010 8:29. 12/17- KPAL-1450 4:10 ET, CKY-580 4:23, KORL-650 4:37 finally. XEFO-1460 5:02 NRC DX in very solid for last hour, WSAI-1360 5:46, Radio Americas-1165 6:00, KTHN-740 6:15, KGHJ-790 6:33, KWBB-1410 7:11, KCIS-600 9:05 with Navajo speaker. 12/21- KCKX-1360 8:06 s/on. 12/24- KACO-1270 7:50, KWIQ-1260 8:01, KWEI-1260 8:05, KXOZ-1250 8:16 12/27- KBAT-650 6:30 ex-KENS. 12/28- KJBA-1060 12:00. 12/31- KCMG-1400 4:30, KMKU-1500 7:49 s/on, KVER-1550 7:30, KPHO-910 7:55 & KENV-810 8:00. Veries have sure been slow, only three in last two weeks, v/c VOA-1180 & KCIS-600 & rather interesting one from KMMU-1500 which is in the form of a certificate of proficiency for having logged the station; quite a clever idea. Had interesting get-together with Pete Taylor (P5)
(Bob Pietsch) for a couple of hours on 12/19, all the while admiring his ZCQ verie. I guess that wraps it up from this den for now, hope everyone has a very happy 1963, especially in the DX department. 73s.

Ben Dangerfield III - 202 Governor's Drive - Sproul Estates - Chester P.O., Pa.

Due to the Christmas festivity I've forgotten to jot down the data I lost reported to Musings so the DX details herein described don't overlap. Here goes. 12/16-Droitwich-1088 in at 3:25pm, earliest afternoon TA signal of season. At 6pm Huelva, Spain-836 was very good. WM 12/17 found KALM-870, KKKY-920, & KORL-650 all good around 2-45am. The story on the DX programs could be simplified to "Juarez si; Pampa, no." XEYC was logged with signals up to S-9 between 3 & 3:30 & a nice v/1-SS arrived today. Sr. Terrazas blames the weak signals (generally) on a defective ROA XR which was only generating 500w instead of the usual 1,000. KPDM-1340 was unfortunately lost in a jumble. On 12/18 a TA, probably Radio Almeria of Spain, was coming through nicely on 1394 with jazz mx @ 1:30am. Later between 7:15-8pm, Antigua was logged with a Christmas program on about 645.6 kc/s. 12/19- Kansas-1385 in briefly at 5-8-9 @ 12:25am for another country - if I succeed in getting it verified. A remarkable signal. 12/24/M-

Nothing new, but who was the FF Canadian behind KNEB @ 2am? CKGB? (CHFA is IT, Ben - ESC) 12/25/M- Many LA splits but I was too tired at this point to follow through. 12/27-Krakow, Poland was amazingly clear & up to S-8 between 12:30-1am on 1602 kc/s, even through WTOP. Other strong TAs were Vienna-1475 Graz-1394 Kansas-1385, all around the same time. 12/29-PRHS-840 was playing tag with the WGN image from 1-2am & a fairly good log was taken. Also discovered a station on approximately 1607 kc/s, which turned out to be WLCX-1340, La Crosse; apparently some kind of an image. Good log, but if I confirm them, do I count it as 1607 or 1490? Recent veries? I should say so! WSDC-1550 TEST ZFB1-960 KEZU-920 TEST, KTVZ-1480 KMAK-1530 TEST, XEYC-1460 DX.

Daviéichel - 436 South 1 Road - Hamptonont, New Jersey

Daytime DX was really popping on 12/9. I heard many stations in the daytime I don't hear as well as at night. They were WHO WEAL WHLO for third report CEB-FV very strong over local WXH, WJR WOSU/WAIT fair volume, WLS verified for this date, WWOI M.Y. WJJD fairly strong at times, WYAA WYXY WCAR fair under WIDE WIW CIKEW fair under local WDN; CJEC over top local WTEL, CTM KOKO WCCO & WKLO strong over WTIC-1030. These were heard between 11am & 3pm. That night during SSS I logged KBOA for best logged station at this time of night & WJVA. WJVA s/off 5:15 EST. KBOA is verified already. 12/10-Logged WEBA-1330 Ill. @ 5:04. 12/12- WATL-1300 Tenn. 5pm. 12/15- WEAR @ 3:28 with fair volume, also WWWS @ 7:05pm with WX. 12/16- KKKY 1:30am f/c-TT & KILO 2:05 with theirs. 12/17- WMAS s/off 1am with "Porky Pigs! That's All Folks!" ni. Also WODG r/c 1am. They gave a CW ID @ 1:10. The best station for 12/17 came on 1340, KKKY on r/c with a beautiful signal, my first K "in the graveyard." 12/19- WLTG-1320 S.C. @ 5:05 with John Deer Tractor ad. 12/24- WYDE f/c 2:03 with various TMs. 12/22- Finally heard CHFI at s/off 5:45 with GSO. 12/30- CKOT-1510 in Tillsonburg, Ont. 4:04pm for first 15m Canadian daytime catch, also WMEL-740 in N. C. s/off 5:03 with record. 12/31-This was my best night yet. I logged five Ks. KLEO @ s/off 1:00 with SSB. Got them on my brothers! "Sweet Six". They came in fairly strong. After their s/off I heard a few others on 1460. One mentioned Southern Cal. I then decided to use my six tuber for further DX. This station turned out to be KYOS. WHOM OC caused some QRM but KYOS topped that frequency most of the time! WHOM only 100 miles from here. Next heard was KDON @ 1155 for my second 5,600w. Cal. station. 2:15 brought KKKY-920 with fair to fairly strong volume. Finally KSSS was heard @ 2:20-3:03 s/off very weak. Are the 250w. Night? Recent veries in from KMAK WSVG KEZU WSOL WGBK KBOA WWSS WBO & WEAM, WKOK said they will begin operation some time in January & will operate on 1070 with 10,000/1,000. They said they were their first report. I have received many Christmas cards from various members & a nice letter from Tom Gilmurst. Thanks fellows. Hope you all had a very merry Christmas & Happy New Year. Before I s/off who is the undit r/f under WJR-750? I heard them 12/31 @ 9:37pm. 73, & don't freeze in this "cool" WY!!

Jeff Stewart - 3103 Washington Street - Amarillo, Texas

DX has been very very slow here lately. Only new logging has been ZFB1-960. Heard them atop KALB on 12/31. No veries, either. I still have quite a few reports out to stations that ran Dxes & TExTs which have not yet verified. Still trying for some TP/TA stuff, but am having little success. Ralph J., I agree that Pop did a fine job of publishing the f/c list, but I think we should also tip our hats to Larry Godzin for all of the endless hours he spent compiling & typing it. Nice work, Larry! 73.
Here's what Santa Claus brought me, hi. 12/21 - Radio Carupano-940 strong @ 5:35 pm giving "horas rumbos." 12/23 - WBBF-950 under WWJ @ 2:50 am, PRAG-740 with TT @ 3 am, WOLF-1490 in/cut @ 3:25 with WFJ-1440 strong all morning. Heard ID from "controversial" Venezuelan bands, 670 SS @ 4 am "Transmite Radio Tricolor." Surprised to find WBBF-1330 DX in well 4:25, heard Ernie Cooper on air & thanks to tip, heard the PJD6 DX 12/25. Sent reports to both. Also 12/23, WHAT-1340 @ 5:05, WIRL-1290 @ 5:15, WATT-1300 @ 5:30, & WSGS-790 @ 6:30 s on. HJHJ-783 was heard with ID @ 6:30 pm as was Cuban on 780 broadcasting from "Radio Centro." 12/24 was my best DX AM ever with 24 new calls, four new states, & one new country. WJET-1400 @ 12:35, WISM-1460 @ 1 am, KKWS-960 @ 1 am also. 2PO1 AN seems to be quite irregular. They were on 12/23 & 12/24 but not 12/30. First new state was KFB-1330 under WBBF @ 1:13. KFBK-1530 was in weak @ 1:15. Who was the very strong SS on 1533 all AM? Second new state was KOB-770 with ID @ 1:30, & third was KZON-1190 Ariz. 250w, with N-X on Cuban FOW release & ID in clear @ 1:55. No doubt that's the best DX of my career. KSTP in on 1500 @ 2 am, & KKH-1550 was in for about an hour with ID @ 2:30. CCKE-990 @ 2:35. Heard an EE on 1020 all AM coming in real strong @ 4:20 & was waiting for KEBB to ID but then KDRA 06 on @ 4:30. Kate. Also had amhunID Texan on 950. XSSS-740 in @ 8:43, a surprise as I was expecting a KBBG ID. My new country was Radio Reloj in Panama, strong @ 3:35. (What channel, Dave, please? -EBO) WOW-950 was in @ 3:45 for fourth new state of Neb. Then got some new Puerto Ricans 0/s - WMEL-1170 saluting early risers in SS @ 4 am, WYAC-1140 @ 4:15 & WKBZ-1550 with s on @ 4:57. WHAB-1260 heard testing @ 4:35 & WMHH-1370 heard @ 4:55 with their MM EX program. They said they couldn't get veres out right away but that all letters are answered eventually. WGNR-1260 s on Sam, WMEG-9920 kn well @ 5:07, 12/25, heard the PJD-905 DX. Time was 12-12:30 & not 12:10-1 as announced. Sent report. ID-ed my mystery of last night, really not such a mystery after all & KNOE-540, which I mistook as KLOE. They were station #500 heard here. 12/28 - WELE with ID during 0/f @ 12:56, S-9. Another new state (#41) heard thanks to f/c list, KUTT-1550 1-130, ID at end. Reported the WSIO test with band mix & TT 1:50-2:15. Heard an FF-1554 @ 1:20 with male/female announcer's which I assume is Nice-I France but no log. Also FF-1536 two nights @ 2 am, probably Monaco. 12/30, just WEXL-1340 on mix @ 5 am. Veris, WPDR WLY CFY Ernest Kirschmer - 271 Pennsylvania Avenue - Bridgeport 10, Connecticut DXing this week was good, however, if I put more time into it, it would have been great. The way it went was like this: 12/25 - 12:05 am, PJD-905 with DX. Signal was at least S-7 all the way. 12/28 - 2:15 am finally picked up a station in Wis, after trying for over a year. This was WOKY-9920 in Milwaukee. I hope they verify. 12/30 - 1:35 am, WQLI-110 Seranton, Pa, with s/off. And 12/31 which was a great night to DX brought me CHEC-1190 Lootbridge, Alta, which is now one of my best catches since DXing. They s/off @ 1:5?. Their power is 5,000W. 2:13, XETRA-690 Tijuana, B.C. 24-hour NS for So. Cal. & other Western states. Only one verie this week, a verie from WMMG. On the lighter packers FB game for New York & vicinity, WMEG & WNDC. Just before the game WMMG announced they couldn't because their engineers just went on strike. In turn they said to listen to WNBC for all the coverage. What next? Hi. My new DX slogan for the year: "In 1953, I hope DXing will be great for me." Until next issue best DX & 3s.

Stan Morse - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts

12/27 - WBBF-1490 TT 1:43, WMEL-1170 y/c 1:40, with WSAN off. WMEL off 12:41, then CHOW on top for second new one till 1:09, QM by WOHO till 1, & WNBD. OC, TT, mix on 1470 at 1:1-45, no ID but strong as WSAN usually is. WMFD-1380 Hinton, W. Va. on at 1:53, QM by WBNX/WLYX/WKX, using Gospel & religious mix till 2:00, then OC. Report to WMFD again as they were having a couple of EE vocals 2:15-245. WWSC-1450 Glen Falls N.Y. announcing AN & on top of WPFG - seems nice to hear someone on top of them, even a new AN! WYAY-970 Springfield 111. copied 3:15 on for a long passed-up logging. Verie is WBOJ KAM WAND, on f/u. WAND said original verie to me was returned by P.O. as incorrect address & hoped his one got to me OK. Radio Aeropuerto-910 AN, Venezuela, copied for report 3:25 & on, girl announcer predominated, ID & DX after each selection 12/31 - WCCW-1230 TT 1:05. Muenster? -1502 1:19-1:58, then TT on 1502 & no more Plaster. Radio Metropolitanan-WJKX-1282 AN. JOM-770 ET 2:57. WPAU-1340 AN for blizzard. No sign of WBBF. I note Ron Schatz wishes Happy New Year to every SINGLE member - guess he knows what's ahead for the wishes? Verie XEN KJEC. 12/31 PM - Final logging for 1962 "Shore Radio" XWCE-1360 Batemurst N.B. under WDRG & over WDBZ 5:40. By 6 over WDRG for welcome new one. FF notes @ 5:30 under WGGI-610 but W1P covered? CML!
I've waited until there was enough DX to make this musing worth while. 11/26- I heard seven of the nine DXes this AM. KEZU was in well; so were KIFG KSWM WCDH & WVOH. WJOR was covered by OB and they still came in well enough for me heard. WVOH was 20 over SS, not bad for a 500 watter. 12/5- The WHYM DX was heard well, even though I didn't know about the time change. 12/6- KPNZ-730 was heard on SSS skid @ 5:15pm. 12/16- WYNY ex-WGES under WTJS on 1390 at 12:20. A big surprise on 1560 = 1:10, WSJY s/off in ER & SS. I've never been able to hear them on their early morning RS. 12/17, was a gala morning, first with WWL-1580, a station I've been after for years, testing @ 2:54. Unn but unusual KDON s/off was heard @ 2:59 with someone beneath them. I finally IDed KAIM - 4:00. I've had them for weeks, but have never gotten a positive ID. Also ZFBI & ZBHL all morning, strongest about 4:24. I also heard the two Colombians on 670 & 605, but couldn't tell who they were. I surely could use some SS but I just don't think I can work them in my sked. 12/22- Unn WJOC f/c = 1:35. 12/23- KFHI-1500 ID @ 10pm. 12/24- KXRA-1450 r/c @ 2:58. A real goody for me @ 3:00, KEX-1190 ID & DX till 3:07. I have been after them for years. KAIM was up to S-6 & KORL was also in well.

After the s/off of KCBQ I heard a station in what sounded like an Oriental language on 1170 at about 3:20. Maybe it was KOHO, as well as other Hawaiians were coming in that morning. ZBHL is S-9 plus 10 db at 3:40. At about 3:45 I tuned to 1420 and heard what sounded like Christmas mx. It was hard to understand them, even though they were running S-5 because of the HWL. They had a soft-voiced announcer & @ 4 they had some sort of announcement. Then came some singing by a chorus or choir & they wanted to s/off. I thought it might be 2AP but even if it wasn't, I would like to know who it was. If anyone has any ideas, please let me know. 73s & the best of DX to all. I hope everyone had a happy Christmas & will have a happy New Year.

By Johnson - 504 16 Street - Mendota, Illinois

After 11 years of DXing I find I have confirmed 2,375 radio stations in 63 countries, all on ECE. Since my last musing of 12/9 I have heard the following DX: 12/10- Found KSPG-1340 on r/c. CKLG-730 RS, s/off 3:07. CKDM off MM. KMAM TEST very good. 12/14- WLIQ-1350 r/c. 12/15- WBCA-1350 r/c. 12/17- WEXC DX very good, also KPDN, thanks to John Calleman. The first 15 minutes of KPDN DX, KICK had r/c. WDBG-1400 r/c, WBCG-1270 r/c. 12/24- KCPX-11320 AN. WGH-1310 r/c, never verified two others. WJAB-1440 in clear @ 4:30 s/on, then on Christmas AM was surprised to log WJAS for ten minutes, not knowing it was a DX as DX NEWS received Wed., not MM. I wonder where all the TEST varied are, like KHOK KELR WNJI KIFG WCDH WJOR? I am sorry to report I overslept the KHHR DX but when I went to bed at 11pm DX were very poor so doubt it could be heard there as 1250 a poor frequent DX with WJOE on & many others. Versus, some since last musing. They are from XEMO-860 after four reports in ten years, h/c, KFOR TEST, KNER-380 WHYM TEST, WCTW-1550 WERE-1350 WELF=dx KDLH-1260 KAIM-1570 KZTU, CKLG-730 WBCD-1270, a form from ZFBL-650 & KPDN DX. Am hoping for KFKE in AI. I wish to thank all OPCs for nice job on DXes. Also all who have sent in TIPS. My goal is 2,500 by next 1/1. All for now & Happy New Year.

George Greene - 1527 Sunset Avenue - Akron, Ohio

Lots of new stations heard the past few weeks. They are: 12/24- WFBG-1290. 12/31- WDGY-1130. 1/1- KARK-920, XETRA-690 WDEL CVKL-850 & KOA-850. New report to WDEL-1150. No new varies. All stations listed as 1/1 were heard between 12:30-2:10am on Tuesday AM. On 12/31, I was up listening from 3:30-4:30am, but no new stations were heard. Locals, WSDA WKY WABC & WTIX were strongest. Also heard WFLJ-1070 & KYW contacting Ets. WFLJ must've been using full power as they were very strong. WABC didn't come on till 4am; they must be off from 12:00-4:00 again. New Year's AM brought lots of new ones. XETRA-690 was heard about 1:25 with Los Angeles WX & referrals to themselves as "Extra News." After only a few minutes of them, WTIX-690 came in and knocked them out. KOA-850 was heard about 2:10 with NBC New Year's mx for first Denver station. WDEL-1150 came in very well 1:30-2 with IDs, WX, & NBC New Year mx for my 35th state. Here is the present regular day by day reception on regional channels & certain clears. If a frequency isn't listed it either has a local within 75 miles, is a clear, or no one certain station comes regularly. CKBY-650-WIP-610 WWTV-610 WMAQ-670-DN CHLQ-680 DN WIN-700-DN CSJP-710-D WOR-N WGN-740-DN WPID-730-D WABC-770-DN WBNM-DN WJAR-790-D CKLW-DN WOSU-820-D WRFD-850-D WLS-890-D CHSL-900-D KGTC-910 WNJ-950 CNW-990 WCBT-1000-DN WINS-1010-DN CFRB-1090-WN KDKA-1020-DN WBB-1030-DN CHOK-1070-DN WYRE-1090-A KRLD-1080-WN WTW-1080-N KAAP-1080-W WVWA-1170-DN WYXY-1270-DN WRAM-1310-DN WSAI-1350-D WSPD-1370-DN CBE-1550-DN CFOR-1570-DN. That's about it here. 73s.
The TEST from WDAE made it in here about even with WSPD on 12/28 @ 1:15am, WDHG-690 on their r/c @ 3:13. WSKT-1560 on f/c @ 3:30. WPEH-1420 3:40 with their f/c. Most of the above caught due to the good f/c list. Thanks! 12/28- WXEY-1550 Va., @ 5pm saying 1,000 watts. Could anyone tell me the location? (Bristol Va./Tenn. - ERK) WSAH-1550 s/off 5:30pm. 1545, an SS there & on 1529, another one, both around 11pm. 12/24- KZON-1190 for the first time on RS, 1130am, my best catch for the power. 12/26- KKEN-1440 on s/off @ 3am. The AM Norwegian always gives trouble on this channel. 12/27- KZS-1380 on their f/c @ 2:47am real tough due to WWLL & SS. Loop pulled it out. 12/28- WSAO-1550 2am with a test using band mx & TT. CKYL-690 noted through WDHG this AM with the loop. 12/29- At 6:25pm came to 1425 kc/s, & man speaking EE. At 6:30 said an Air Force Station. I do not know if he gave the calls but heard his saying Air Force clearly. It must be KOLD, Thale, Greenland. I had to point the loop NW for stations on 1420 & 1430 giving it trouble at times. It was logged off/on (because of fading) to 1am. At this time they went off the air with the Canadian Anthem & SSB, so I sent a report to KOLD. 12/31- WBBX-1390 on a little late this AM to 12:20. KZON-1450 12:15. Two new ones heard, KOKC-1270 s/off 1:30 & KRAK-1140 s/off 2:30. Other stations heard but already reported were KSTN-1420 KENO-1460 KZON-1190 KNDI-1270. 11- WQAM-560 Me., saying at 2:30am AN except MM. A station on 1560 @ 3:30am s/off, WESLI? Any help? 1/3- WSOB-1560 @ 2:57am with ET. Veris are WXYJ WBM for last year report WLAG KZIU WENO WOOD KANA KALL & WKE.

Walter A. Burbank - 4 Flyer Drive - Windsor, Connecticut

The BOB is now having sub-zero WX but this should be good for DX. Some fairly recent DX. On 11/12 produced XXLY @ 2:55am, KOLL @ 3:29, WNZ @ 3:55, & KFY-1330 @ 4:08 for state #40. On 11/26, I received KNBR for a new call @ 2:28pm, WCRK-610 @ 2:33, & WPAT-1340 & KFPC-1510 TESTs. 12/4 brought CKDM-730 @ 3:45pm & KAAV-1090 @ 3:56 for state #41. On 12/5 HJAT came in @ 2:01am for my first Colombian, CKCS-620 @ 2:34 for province #8, KXTR-690 @ 2:51 s/off WBD-1340 @ 5:08am. Veris are in from WWO-L-1120 KQV-1410 WATP-1430 WAEO-1460 WYST-1480 & KALF-1510. A correction in my 11/3 Musings: I was asking about KFBR's one-tower directional pattern & not WPEA's. Thanks to Frank Williams I got the answer. Thanks also to TCQ Colhurst, Joe Fala Jr., Murray Mann, & AI Alcott for the surveys. I have WICE WPRO & WDPQ surveys for those who want them, & surveys from anywhere are always welcome here. I how have a Zenith Transistor Trans-Oceanic radio for this DX season.

Ed Drumm - 14 Dale Road - Westerfield 9, Connecticut

I trust you had a happy Christmas. Will stick to DX this time. New stations are: 12/15- WWMD-1470. 12/17- WPFG-1460 & WUGS-1380. On 12/23 WORL @ 1:05am, never tried this one before, is a daytimer here. On 12/24, logged WOAM/WFIL-560 ZEFL-960, still kil/wy., KOMA-1230 @ 1:50am, KTJ-640 @ 2, WPAX on 1240. On 12/26 logged WJZH-970 @ 3:30pm with WESO cutting in. On 12/27, WBB @ 9:30am & on 12/28 logged five tests, WBB, Charles Town, W. Va., I think, 650 kc/s, call letters?, WTID-1270 @ 1:25am, WBD-690 @ 1:40, WSAO from Senatobia, Miss. on 1550 with great signal @ 1:55am, & WORM-1240 heard @ 2:15. Reports out to WZYY WOPM WSAO & WFM. Only new veris in is from WNI & that is quite old. I am ochsersing a new longwire antenna & I hope it will improve my DX. I now have 321/53 logged, with 34/17 states, 10/2 countries & 5/3 Canadian provinces. Best wishes to all in the coming year & let's hope it's DX-filled for all.73a.

Ed Krejiny - 12094 Ferris Avenue - Cleveland 5, Ohio

Have resolved to turn over a new leaf & report to the Musings on a more or less regular basis. This report represents my first effort - hope I can continue. (As promised John C.) DX has been pretty fair here. Reported my first FF station this week. I heard Nice-1-1554 on 12/24 from 1:40-2:02, very skimpy report, so I have my fingers crossed, hi. Christmas AM presented me with four nice & needed Quebec stations: CGGT CJSO CHIL & VK4D. Was really amazed at the way CKVD rode into Cleveland, dominating the frequency much of the time! Other current reports are out to WENN (12/29 1:29-1:36) KSTT r/c, WERK ET on 12/25 on 1320) HJAW WOBB KCBH KAIL WENK KOLO KNNI KALL KENB WESO & KKO. Veris, (hi D.G.) have begun to pick up also. Received 31 so far in Dec to make my total now 1,453. Included were: WFBT WHEA KOMM-TEST WENO KFDP (public thanks to J.Y.) WHJ KSHA (thanks also to R.C.) KAHU (mm) WCAU WALK WHIZ LSE WWVJ-TEST KEHU-TEST WBF-DFX (Yes, Ernie W., there is a WBF, hi!) KDEM WBGR KFDR TEST & so on. Contest points to date are: 165/22. Realize I haven't been any too newsy, but I thought I'd first bring my image (!) up to date. Till next time, 73s.
Here's a long overdue report from Chicago SW suburbia's only DXer. The school books have really kept me busy, but I have been finding time for DX on weekends. On 12/3 @ 7:45am I was surprised to find WLAC-1510 off & KGA coming in loud & clear for Wash. #2 for me. However, their signal was soon destroyed as WKAI in Macoq, Ill. came on with an f/c until 8:00. On 12/12 the temperature hit a -70 & the CX were great. I was ill that day so stayed home from school. But my illness wasn't great enough to stop me from DXing. (If my mom had known this, she would have booted me to school right then & there). Heard at noon, no less, with very strong signals were WVOK-690 Bristol, Va. @ 8:15; WEAL-1090 @ 9am with almost no sign of KAAV; WAPE-690 s/off @ 5:30pm. Also heard that evening was WFTT-680 in Corbin, Ky. That was the first time I had ever received anything on 680 while WMAQ-670 was on the air. The new station in Pembroke, Bermuda on 960, ZPB1, was heard on 12/16 @ 21:15am concluding a test. 12/24, CX from the VC were really great. New loggings that morning were KBBS-1030 @ 2:45; KBPK-1330 @ 3:05; KXEY-1240 @ 3:15, & my first 5,000 watt signal from Cal., KARK-1450 in Fresno @ 3:28.

This was followed at about 3:40 by another surprise, when at that time Utah #2 for me, KLO in Ogden, came on until 3:45 with a f/c. Vories has been incoming for the last couple of weeks, probably due to the Christmas rush. However, here are my latest ones: WAPI WBMW YDVE KXIC WMAX WDKA, all v/q. V/1: WDBN WEYS Wooky KSDO KRSI KUTT KLTR KNDT KWPT. Verie stamp, KFI. Totals: 512/188. The PD of WBOY-1560 in Canton, Ill. said that Webs has applied with the FCC for 10,000W. For those Chicagoland DXers who are wondering about WEPF-1470, the Chicago Heights station listed as being on the air but hasn't been heard according to a Chicago Daily News article of a year ago they will not go on because of some irregularity concerning the ownership of WEPF. I guess that does it & I hope I haven't gone past the 30-line limit.

-Bill Stone - Box 543 - Stouffville, Ontario

12/31- "WKF DX not heard, can't dope it out as WRSJ on 1350 S-8 solid. Something wrong. KXEL 4:40am covering 1535-1558 k/s. 1420, Radio Lobo, Santo Domingo s/off with NA 4:05:30. Speech was S 8-9, mx only S 4-6, plenty of IDs 3:45am on. 12/30-CHRS St. Jean, Que. s/off 6:30am, Italian program till 7. KNWS-1090 on ET, ID on half hour, only one thing wrong - dead on 1080 with KRLD! WOSH-1140 3:55 on, top station.


-Bill Wilson - 1126 Alameda de las Pulgas - San Mateo, California

Thought I'd better set a precedent & get a report-off. 12/2, caught the Pasco, Wash. on 1340 @ 8:00 with IDs. Didn't catch call so can't tell if they've changed call from KPFW to KGRS yet. At 8:06 heard KTAR-620 at great level. 12/24- Thought I might start evening off easy with the KSPA-1400 r/c. Instead at 3:30-4:20 heard KEDO flooring KSPA with ETs. KEDO (Longview, Wash.) said they would return at 6am PST (9EST) for RS. KBOC-1390 came in well @ 4, KO BX-1480 heard with MX @ 4:55, WOC-1420 s/off 5:55. In addition heard two unoks on 12/24 - one on 1400 s/off at 4:55 with SSB & one on 1480 behind KBOX - 5 with something about "the Voice of Inspiration & Information". Who, please? On 12/26 at 9pm heard some station on 1070 with OC. Have a feeling it may be CFAX as this is only station that could possibly block out KNX like it did. Verie KQWB KDI T34 KTAR. Best of DX to all.
January 12, 1963

Roy H. Millar - Box 91 - Marysville, Washington

December opened up quite nicely with good DX CX evident at times, but still managed to all only 14 new stations to my log, i.e.: 12/3- WFUN-790 Miami Beach 3:55-4:25am, before 4QG took over. 12/5- WYRT-1250 Pittsburgh atop all, 4-4:30am. 12/8- JOTK-560 Matsue, Japan NHK ID @ 6:30am. 12/11- HLKU-1035 Pusan, Korea weak 9:45-9:55am. 12/12- KICW-1250 Golden, Col. s/on 6am, rough QRM. 12/15- CVFR-1240 Abbotsford, B.C. ID in parallel with CHWK @ 11:15pm. 12/16- XEDK Guadalajara, Jal. s/on 6am; "Radio Moscow" ID 6:29 & 8am on 1250, Far East Service, I understand; KXWC-1250 Wilcoxon, Ariz. ID & 8 am, probably s/on. 12/17- XEYC-1460 Juarez, easy log on DX TEST; KPD-1340, Panpa, Tex ID @ 4:25 through KNMK/KORK for surprise catch of a DX. 12/18- WIXL-1460 Irondale, Ala. s/on 5am. 12/22- KEBN-1450 Red Lodge, Mont. s/on 8am, logged to 8:30. 12/27- KRZY-1580, Albuquerque, f/c 2:47-3:02, rough - local KETO-1590. Also reported as unverified, although not new to me were: 12/7- HLCA-970 Seoul, Loes IDs @ 6 & 7am. 12/15- Radio Peking-1040 strong with ID as in WRH at 9am; JOHR-1040 Sapporo, Japan fair with IDs in EE at 10am. 12/17- WENS-1460, Columbus, O. 5:39-5:41am, just brief spot; WHEC-1450, Rochester, N.Y. s/an 5:45 atop all. 12/22- KGRL-940 Bend, Ore. 7:25-7:38pm s/off. 12/29- KSHA-860 Medford, Ore. TEST easy here, already verified. 12/8- KICW-850 Nome, quite good 4-5 s/off. 12/10- KMAM-1530 TEST not heard as KFXK on till 4am or shortly thereafter. 12/15- YSS-655 San Salvador, El Salvador quite good with a "Radio Canada" program, ID @ 9:58pm. 12/16- "Auction by Telephone" program on 970 logged 3:5-4:10am under KREM; time calls, phone number indicate likely needed CKNL, Ft. St. John, B.C. so tentative to same. 12/25- HJED-820, Cali, Colombia ID this Christmas morning @ 5am but very weak. 12/29- Checking 2290 to see if any sign of KQUB, but find KGWO is AN, no sign of KQWB. 12/31- No WKF-1550 DX, although channel entirely clear here. Verifies in: KEGO-1580 KTRH-740 HJXJ-787 JOKP-700 WFUN-790 XENL-860 XEYC-1460 HJBI-840 WENS-1460 KPDN-1340 & KXWC-1250, & so goes 1962! On this to '63 and "Radio Woma"-1400! 73.

Kenneth Lyon - 8028 Tonawanda Creek Road - R.F.D. 5 - Lockport, New York

The DX has been rather slow this week. It may have been slow but it was good. 12/24- KOB-770 2-2:08 s/off, later I heard them testing 2:32-2:33am. Also heard KDBA-1520 from 1:53-1:59 until WKBW turned on an OC. KXLY-920 2:22-2:35 quite weak, but understandable. 12/26- XEDM-1580 all SS with a very good signal, 12:06-12:34am. Also KOA 1:26-1:33am, very nice signal. I caught the tail end of KELO s/off @ 2:05am. 12/29- WENS-1320 TT heard fair from 1:31-1:38am. That's just about it. I didn't do much DX-ing over Christmas as I expected was too busy. I hope many members had good results. Many thanks to Willis for his info on Delaware & the letter from J.W. Brauner. I really appreciate it. Thanks to everyone who has written me & be expecting letters soon. I am getting out of the confusion from Christmas & am getting back on my feet. Thanks to Allan for the nice card & Paul for his reply on my query on WUSJ. I will send you the necessary info as soon as I can. Thanks for letters, Dave, Allan & the nice card, Chuck. If I left any out, thanks for everything. A few new veris to report: WFFS 600 nice letter & state #33, WNEF-1290 v/l, v/c WCME-1460, WHEQ-560 & a v/l from WCCF-1580 for state #34. Contest points now total 20. I have leads more to say but I just can't fit it all in this Musing. Remember those letters are coming, correspondents! Also remember it's Buffalo in '64 & I'm all winded so here it is - 73 & DX.

G. Harley D'Eburner - 1 East 8 Street - Mount Vernon 21 - Hobart, Indiana

Loggings start with 12/21 the following: 12/21- WFOB-1430, Postoria, O. logged on RS from 5-6:30am, 12/23- XEEU-620, Chihauhua, Chih, was heard before its s/off at 2:03. Marathon-1160 was heard from 6-6:30am. WKIC-1390, Haz-d, Ky. was received 6:30-6:35. 12/24- HJAT-1100 Barranquilla, Colombia, ex-1080, was logged from 4:05 to 4:21. ZF8I-960, Pembroke, Bermuda was heard through KAKL 4:25-4:41. WYPR-970, Danville, Va. was heard with WVOP/WWIT QRM from 5:02-5:06. WWIT-970, Canton, O. was heard at its s/on from 5:05-5:06 with WVOP/WYPR QRM. 12/25- WENS-1460, Columbus, O. was received from 3:08-3:26. 12/25- WMYR-1410, Ft. Myers, Fla. was heard with WING QRM from 5:04-5:08. KR8I-950 St. Louis Park, Minn. was logged 6:45-6:49pm with EPRG QRM. 12/26- W KAI-1510, Mcamboy Hills, was heard through WLAG on a TT from 6:35-6:45. 12/29- WBOF-1550, Virginia Beach, was heard testing from 1:05-1:25. WCRT-1260, Birmingham, Al., was logged from 6:39-6:35. CJIC-1050, Sault St. Marie, was received with XEG QRM from 7:05-7:24am. KBHS-350, Hot Springs, Ark. with WZ0/KYQ QRM was heard from 7:29-7:39. 12/30- OKLE-1350, Kanawa, Okt. was heard on AN from 2:02-2:07 with WADO QRM. WKIG-1580, Glennview, Ga. was heard from 7:16-7:17 with WPGR QRM. (Phil
I've really been hitting the dials, making up for that "lost year" & the results are excellent! When the year ended, my log was seen pushing the 2,200 mark. No little credit for recent successes goes to the erection of a 900' Beveridge, which is really bringing 'em in. Recent action - these DXes logged on 11/26- KEZU WBEZ WODS CHEF & WVOH; only one tried & not heard was WFAU. That PM, WAGU-1050 @ 5:22, WCRL-1570 5:30 s/off & WWIS-1260 5:43 s/off, a real surprise. 11/26- KLRS-1360 off @ 6:01pm. 11/30- St. Lucia-830 finally logged well from 7:30 on for quite a while. 12/2- WYRE-1080 off at 5:04pm; VYAR-1470 through mess on night pattern at 5:32, quite unusual. MM 12/3-KAST-1370 c/off is 3:02-3:04; WHYM-840 9-plus on DX; KDEN-800 code IDs through CJAD @ 3:20-3:30; Radio Reloj, Bogota, on 1105 AN. TAs were Nice-1554 & Bordeaux-1285, two "old friends." 12/4- KSHS-860 practically in clear, signal just fair. That PM, WVOH-1090 with NX @ 5 for an unusual on; WPAP-1570 s/off @ 5:32; VFUL-1270 s/off @ 5:45. Also, hets from the two Africans - 701 & 935. Friday 12/7 got home at noon to get in on that rare treat - daytime breakdown of D layer. WIOI-1010 roaring in @ 2pm; VEIC-1270 over all locals @ 2:35; WPVA-1290 @ 4:39; WWPM-1270 @ 4:37; WSVS-800 @ 5:00 s/off when I found a null for pest CKLW in my loop; WCCW-1290 s/off @ 5:29; KMWE-1460 & WJasu-1360 both off @ 5:31; KJLX-800 nearly even with CKLW @ 5:32. Quite a day! MM 12/10- WXYJ-1340 code IDs barely made out within mess. That eve, two real pleasing ones, KLLA-1570 @ 6:15-6:17 s/off & KVLO-1570 @ 6:25. 12/11- KOTE-1250 r/c @ 1:20. 12/13- WABH-1150 r/c @ 12:19am. That eve, much LA activity including mystery about 988 kc/s., also good signal from "Radio Kalamazoo"-1033. 12/21- KHEB-1470 @ 6:25pm; KLVL-1430 @ 6:30 (be careful; this one sounds like a Mexican?) Mexicans were heard on 580 590 & 570 plus usual ones. Later, KEET-790 came through mess for nice copy. 12/22- WJOT-1260 f/c 1:16 & WJMR-1430 (I think!) with cw mx live from some restaurant. How about this Ernie? (Yes, that's their program 1-2 am -KRC) KTLQ-1360 6:15pm s/off. MM 12/24, a nice signal from 2AP-1420 in/out 3-4am; big surprise to hear a real weak signal on1510 ID as WNLC - what a mill! "La Voz de la Parana"-1535; WRJS-1090 @ 4:55 s/pa, possibly mixed with Hawaiian. WBNO-1530 in FN RS for first time. 12/27- Lux-1439 & Oldenburg-1586 fighting heavy QRM around 1:33am plus many hets. 12/28, WCDL-1440 off 4:23pm; KVYR-1260 @ 5:54; KEBL-1300 beautiful ID @ 6pm; KHEB-1590 @ 6:16:30. (30) 73. Ralph R. Hartman - 127 South Columbia - Naperville, Illinois.

Dallas John - 337 South Stewart - Lombard, Illinois.

DX has been very poor here, with only three new loggings during the past week. 12/29- KBBR-1450's s/off was heard at 5:45 & earlier, for a good log that I could never get on their r/c. 12/30- WPCW-1410 on their 5:15 s/off, but no report. 12/31- Tried for WKEF's DX from 5:30 till 4:47 but nothing heard, just an OC & faint fluttering. Maybe someone to the SE heard them. 1/2- CHNO-900 over/under CHML from 5:40-5:45pm, but no report as M/S was too much for them. Several venues have come in, namely KKH-950 XXYC-1460-DX (all in SS - said 5COw. on the DX I think) KKKL-800 KQEO-920 XQ40-860 WLBZ-620 & KTTN-1530 whose only other NRC report was from near Denver, you, Mary? I sent out ten f/ups last week, on bright orange paper. Wonder what will come of that?

NOW THAT WE'RE WELL INTO 1963 AND OVER THE HECTIC HOLIDAY PERIOD, LET'S START TO THINK ABOUT THE Y.R.C. CONVENTION WHICH AS YOU ALL KNOW WILL BE IN DENVER OVER THE LABOR-DAY WEEKEND. A GREAT TIME HAS BEEN PROMISED, AND IT LOOKS LIKE A GREAT TURN-OUT, TOO!
January 12, 1963
_Ralph M. Johannes - 11 East Chippewa Street - Buffalo 3, New York_

The new 1963 Broadcasting Yearbook arrived 1/5 & is worth the $5. Let's hope the '64 won't get this three-month delay. Paul E., your WNYE-1390 5kwU-4 Chicago 12 at 2709 W. Washington Blvd, The McLendon Corp., Jay Schatz, GM, as per Yearbook. Here WNYE AN tops WEAN often, only the CJ has a kind-of female voice & is not penetrating (I don't dig any female announcer, either AM FM SW TV). The FCC got ruling favoring Lancaster N.Y. (next to city line) for the coming 1500 kc/s, 1,000D. Seaport Broadcasting corp, case now up for final ruling. Get $/q-FF from CHEF, 1,000/250 (you add the 1450 kc/s, to it) "La Voix de L'Est, Granby, Que. for DX 11/26, R.M.Dube, PM is the 146 DX on 1200 then, heard 1/5 WMAX WJUD r/c-TTs in Mich. The 1570 f/c-TT maybe was WSW's QRM'd by CTMI/KHMP. On 1240 @ 3:45 slowly said, also @ 3:53:"This is Radio Station WPJE or WRBE, special f/c" then TT. Was that WPKE Pikesville Ky.? 1/4- WRHV-1550 s/off ET/M @ 2:45 to return RS @ 7:45. On 1560 then, 2:53-3:14 ET/M by WBOI, believe 3:19-3:30-2:28 hand ox, then off was his also. Rj/c-w by WAEG-960 (as starts & ends with SSB); WFRG RS s/on SSB 4:55. I have to check who the 4:58-er is (WWST?) 12/31, what sounded like KASM-1150 ET/M 1,000D/50M 2:39 etc., WCOP cut in 2:59; Mexican Radio Val-ejal @ 3:01 (I see no listing). I find my KOPI-1580 of 12/13 was KLTR. The @ 30 KHJ DX was same as the 1340 Pampa DX, good for the WC. Her, mix. On 1280 WBAX said four times more power now on the new 1,000W. daytime. The upping of postage rates has nothing to do with non-vernilers, but the v's listing will help you & so will the CDG book & the Broadcasting Yearbook. This is my last 4# Musings, so 70-treaties.

_Larry Schwartz - 4819 Atlanta Drive - San Diego 15, California_

After nearly two weeks of NOISE-free DX, it's back! 12/24- WEXT-1460 was on with anET, with frequent IDs & slogan "Radio Ola", s/off @ 3:15, KORD-910 on w th ET most of AM, last heard @ 5:30. WAPA-580 s/on with SSB @ 4:45, then SS, then a much wanted, much tried-for WDKX-540 with 4er @ 4:54; WSVY-550 um 5am s/on, WAYS-610 @ 5:25 SSB s/on, WHOO-990 @ 5:45 for another try for a verie, KWSA-550 ET's @ 6 followed by KSD s/on. New country in YSAX-800 El Salvador booming in @ 6:30 with IDs as La Vox Panamericana and KACT-1360 s/on 7:15 followed by "Lazy Hour." 1/4-5 Only KBFH-990 TT 3-3:15 but un/ 12/26, up to L.A. & visited Frank Bob & Bank. We visited KRLA KJH & KKWX & enjoyed talks with the CE's there. Although the West Covina CoF hasn't heard of them, KOBS-900 has begun construction with the completion of two 365E towers, direction-favored to San Diego & Mexico. They expect ET's by mid-Feb & RS by April. 12/28- WWIL-1560 logged on AN show from 3:45-4. Really surprised to hear Radio Jamaica-770 treading WABC apart. They were in from 4:52-5:25 when an unk LA s/on. This LA gave LW & SW frequencies & mention of Venezuela, any idea's who? 12/30- KOI-1380 much sought for under/over WLYC 4:55-6. 12/31- 250w, KJST-630 RS 3:30-3:45, KOHO-1170 s/off 4, WACT-1420 s/on 5. I thought I had Maine but it turned out to be WEGC-1440 @ 5:38-5:43. KEMO-1070 5:55 s/or KOBO-1460 finishing NX @ 7:05 & WRFD-860 still going away @ 8am. 1/- CJYC/CRV/AX/KBX/ 1050 all AN with New Years programs. KOHK-1560 AN with illegal test with a wild r program, complete with ad & public service. No mention of test, just "on the air to better serve the Hoquiam area." Forgot to mention WABA-850 s/on 4:30 SSB, then SS. NOISE on rest of time, 1/2 on. Verie, total 502 with WDAK-540 v/l in a record three days, WAPA-580 v/c, WSVY-550 nice v/a, WUCY-1460 KBRM-1270 XEYC-1460 v/l, says used only 500W, and three Japs, JOKD JOPC JOHR all in record 13 days. Also verie from KSJS-740. 73 for now, & a happy & prosperous New Year to all.

_J. Warren Routsahn - 231 South West Street - York, Pennsylvania_

To start the New Year right here goes with a brief report. Verie in from KSWA WPZI KPOR WFLP WDDY KBOX CHEP KITN. Missed some nice TESTs 12/10 by sleeping through. Some DXer! 12/17- KXSC fair but some splash from WFMJ-1450. WURL-1290 ET @ 3:30 & WBOI- 1480 ended ET @ 3:40. 12/24- KTIN-1600 ET to 1:30 through WUKW. WQAI-1200 ET @ 2:00, CKEF-1450 good with NX 2:05, WHER-1400 r/c 2:15, fourth NM. 12/31, no WKBW here. WQOK-1440 & WDIX-1150 s/on just before 5am. 1/1, tried WMTT r/c not heard for WMBT & others. WYCO-1330 r/c 4:45, WBTM1330 son 5am. Looks like it is a free agent DXing this AM as all tests are un here. I'll try some needed f/c. Good DXing!

_Dick Kwiatkowski - 11 Walton Avenue - Elmira, New York_

Verie in are WHVE-1200 Vt., XKDO-1340 Mo., KSBS-1570 Kans. 1/4- WSHH-1410 TT above KQV. 1/3- WBUX-1570 Pa. TT @ 12:07. 1/5- WFLL-1570 ET @ 1:45. KFJ-1570 TT @ 2:30. Unk ET's on 1580 1590. 1400. Wonder when KELR verie is? Probably last in stock. In evenings, 540 goes KNOE, above WDAK, above CKB. (Don't get P.S. about stum, Dick?) AS THEY SAY OF "DX NEWS" IN BROCKVILLE, ONTARIO - "CGER." CHOCK FULL, BLURING - EAR!
I have had 17 new loggings since 12/15 & they are all U.S., hi. Shame on me for being a quantity DXer! Put to be honest, foreign DX for me is like watching a European movie without subtitles. And I can't bring myself to try & verify something I'd never really be sure I heard! New stations for me were, 12/15- KVSA-1220 RS 5:45-5:05pm s/off. 12/16- WDMN-1320 RS 6:35-c4:45am, WSUV-1520 RS 7:00-7:15 & WWVA-1550 s/on; 7:15 & RS till 7:30. 12/17 found WXJ-1150 ending ET @ 12:15, KSUM-1370 TT 1:30-1:35 & 00 after; approximately five minutes of KPDN DX, very welcome. 12/22, got two Shreveport stations, KOKA-1550 ex-KRB RS shortly after 6am & KBJC-1220 RS 6:05-6:10. 12/23, added WCHB-610 RS 6:15-6:28am & Christmas Eve 12/24 found KTOC-1000 AN 1:15-1:30, WLDY-1340 f/c-CT 1:37-1:48 & on; WEHL-950 f/c-CT 1:50-2; KKKD-1150 s/off 3:00, KBGS-1020 RS 3:25-3:35; WAGN-1340 f/c-CT 4:11-4:25. 12/30 managed WIDA-1070 s/off 1105 & wonder why not heard.

Dan Morin - 1775 Clyde Avenue - Lansing, Illinois

DX here has been picking up nicely. 12/15- WCMU-1210 with some WJOB QRM @ 5:05pm. WMMX-940 good with s/off 5:45. 12/17- WXVA-1550 7:16am, KELI-1430 7:29. 12/22- WJL-1070 with fair signals @ 5:30pm. Also someone with TT-1350 5:45-6:20pm, not too far away, anyone know who? 12/24- KXLY-920 good 2:30-2:59pm s/off, KWEB-690 very strong on 3, WIBA-1560 6:35pm, WLIJ-1560 s/off 5:30pm. 12/29- CKLE-1350 10:15pm. 12/30- KILO-1440 11:09pm, WSII-930 11:55. 12/31- WSPD-1370 s/off 1:07am, WCCA-1370 s/off 1:11, KXLF-1370 with some WYNR QRM for a welcome new one @ 1:30, KXLY-920 good 2:15, WNEW-1130 2:30, WQAM-560 in good @ 3:40 just after WIND s/off, WMCA-570 4am. 1/1- WACT-1420 s/off 6:02pm. 1/2- KUTT-1550 5:46pm, KGNO-1550 s/off 6pm, KZRL-1360 with fair signals @ 6:20, WOHI-1310 6:55. 1/3- WGD-1580 5:56pm, CFBE-1010 with no WCFL @ 3:46pm, CKWS-960. 9. N.Y. coming in very well with WNEC strongest ever. Only recent verie is a KENS CM from KBAT. Totals are now 384/192. 73s & best DX to all.

Bob Coomler - 6047 Comet Avenue - Los Angeles 34, California

After many months of non-reporting I guess I'd better stick my head up & say something. Am still in there hitting the dials but have usually been able to listen for short stretches of time during odd ball days. So haven't racked up anything very fantastic. Before getting into current DX I would like to thank Hank W for having L. Schwartz, F. Williams & me over on 12/27 for a most enjoyable & informative visit. He represents the true spirit of NNC & we are fortunate to have him in the Club. Recent loggings go like this: 12/17- KETH-1590 ET 3:30, KXLY-1460 DX heard very well for the full duration. 12/24- KINT-1590 RS 6:05-6:22am, KWEH-1330 heard well around 6:36 with CKWY way down in the mud, KHEW-960 RS 7:07-7:25 & KTICO-1280 s/on 9:15. 1/1- KONI-1460 s/on 7; Q1 with a good block-bustin' signal & KHFF-1420 s/on SSE 7:30. All times EST & AM. New veries: KQSC KVOY KPOI KDON KFOR KSMA KHEY & KRZY-1560 with an old KBAZ v/c. Surely wish I knew where those Ws are hiding out! In case anybody wants to open up shop, KJH has a pretty fair 5kw XR for sale at $2,000. 73 & best of all the good stuff to all.

Ernest J. Wesolowski - 1415 Pasadena Avenue - Omaha 7, Nebraska

About time I get this letter off to DX NEWS with a ½ stamp! Sure noted the increase. Only 20 stamps for $1 instead of 25! Had a nice visit over the holidays from Marv R. & Murray J. from the Denver-'63 town. After a meeting on 12/23 Jim Lee, Ed Bentz & I listened WM for foreign DX. Yes, it's there! I logged KADM-970 for my third Hawaiian JBC-750 Point Maria, Jamaica s/on 4:45; ZBM1-1235 RS @ 4:31. ZFEL-960 St. George, for only-one ID between records on KZFL. Reports to all but ZFEL. Reports out to XKG-105 KCLS-600 0J0C-1220 KTOP-1490 KBOX-1490 WATA-1240 WSPA-950 KLOV-1570 WACG-1460 KHAK-1360*KTTL-1510 WIP-610 WPAP-1570 WDMG-860 & f/up to WBEX-1400. Latest veries are KCSR KWHO CKD-920 KYHM KJAM WEVE WTAX KVPH KSMA. Received a 52 page, two color U.S. map from the Dept of Commerce, Weather Bureau, showing the sunrise & sunset times across the country. Diangle lines are 20 minutes apart. Date is September 1955.

Harold S. Williams - 50 3 Avenue - Seymour, Connecticut

Just a few additions to my reported log since last report. 12/14- WBEW-1560 daytime ETing for #150 from N.Y. for me. 12/24- Very much surprised & pleased to log CGERL-1060 1:40-2:15 s/off all FF. Fine signal, mostly clear for a needed one. 12/25-CBEB-1490 well heard with typical FF Canadian Christmas AM program for another new one here 1/3. I received a real surprise, tuned to 1150 when WCNX, a semi-local s/off @ 4:45. I heard a station I was sure was not WCOP. By using the directional loop I logged WHUN with a clear S-9 signal until their 5:15 s/off. That was Pa. #163 for me. Just two veries have trickled in, a v/q WOHI-920-TEST & v/l WBEW-1560, verie #142 from N.Y. Zero WX may be good for DXing but it forced me to work 12 hour shifts, hi.
January 12, 1963

David Oved - 560 Grover Cleveland Highway - Buffalo 26, New York

The loggings are coming in fine & the veries are coming! Had great four-hour gab with Poq on 12/30. Saw DX NEWS from '40 on & many of his over 2,000 veries. Some of you might be interested in some of his 1/2s like XMO WCKY KELO etc. He said Buffalo '64 sounds good! While reading the NZDXRL's publication "DX Times" I noted something I thought the NRCl could use, an annual inter-sectional DX Contest. We could divide NRCl into three geographical regions; both foreign & domestic veries would count. The first year there would be a small registration fee to purchase a Winner's Cup. I would appreciate any letters or cards on this. DX totals are 246/150. Recent veries: v/cFRB KESC WEDC WTXA & KFDA special '61 NRCl Convention QSL. V/1: KGLO KJEU TEST WDPX GJC & ZEB1. These brought Contest #1 points to 51. Glen, your loopy is "too simple for words" but I'm too simple for them! Please send me a diagram. Well I again grasped an issue (1/5) of DX NEWS with a "No name or address". Don, I need both KFDF & KGEB. Now (finally) to DX: 12/24- KOMA-1520 @ 1:19-1:29pm with RS rr; WNJR-1430 @ 1:30 s/off; KFDA-1440 @ 1:32-1:38 f/c, WHGE-1400 @ 2:02-2:07 f/c, KSET-990. Now big night, 12/31- WEXTA-690 @ 12:21-12:31 with EXTRA NX over L.A."; KEJZ-1270 @ 12:58:10:01 s/off; WWDG-1260 @ 1:15-1:35 RS; KXXL-920 2:10-2:17 rr RS; WTXA-1240 @ 2:25-2:30 f/c; WEDC-1240 RS xp mx; KJKN-950 2:46-3:05 "Stars for Defense"; CHNS-960 @ 3:09:315 WS & bulletins for ig snwstorm; CKLE-1350 @ 3:18-3:12 AN; KSTP-1600 4:02-4:08 "Limelighters" album; WNNR-330 @ 4:09-4:15 AN rr. 1/5- WKKR-1420 @ 1:42-1:45 r/c; WDDW-1440 1:47-1:53 r/c; WBNR 1460 = 2:17-2:27 r/c. A fine new f/c List, Larry! 1/6- KCI1-1380 @ 1:02-1:10 r/c (still another?) 73s from the Home of the '64 Convention - BUFFALO!

Skip Dabelstein - 12524 2 Street - Omaha, Nebraska

Now that 1963 is here, I think I should report, the last time being "last year" in '62. On 12/23 the Omaha Clan got together at Ernie W's house. The Omaha Clan was visited by Mary R. & Murray M. who were in town from Denver visiting relatives. DX here is: 12/1- KGAC-1150 @ 2:00. 12/9- KD10-1350 ET @ 1:25. 12/10- KRTT-1370 s/off 3:44pm. 12/15- WGMN-1320 @ 1:49 r/c-TT & KGA-1510 @ 2. 12/17- XEYO-1460 DX @ 3:08. XPAR-1340 @ 3. 12/23- The JBC station on 750 s/off @ 1:05. KCSR-510 (they made the 'big time' 12/24- KERC-1590 f/c-TT @ 1:58. KAIN-870 @ 1:40 for a surprise & KORL-650 @ 3. 12/30- WJIL-1500 f/c-TT @ 1:43, KTOP-1490 @ 1:48. This was only my second 1490 station as local KZON is NSP but they were off with equipment adjustment. 12/31- WGSU-1380 @ 4:145. KMBX-1340 f/c-TT @ 4:155. KBX-1230 @ 5:12, WOKR-1450 s/on @ 5:27. Nebraska's newest, KTTT-1510 was heard on 12/15, their first day, with the Gotham Bowl FB game in which Nebraska's Cornhuskers with all-American Thunder Thornton along with Claridge & Ross who beat the U. of Miami with Mira, 36-34. KTTT, 500W, comes in with S-7 signal & compared to 25 over 9 signal of KJSK also of Columbus who runs low. Their new f/c list is real good. Latest veries are KEDM WIKG & WRTM KMDU KEZU WTXA KGAS KYA WGNK YECX YGSR KGA KORL & KERC. 65od DX to all, & 73s.

Joseph Fela Jr. - 102 Hawthorne Avenue - Newark 12, New Jersey

Veries since my last report were from WSDC-TEST WGOX/WQXK-900 WMMN-1470 (with a Newark N. J. postmark) WTMN-1250 f/up, WGN-720 & a three-toned one from WIVK-830. Also a v/q from WFMN-TEST & a picture v/c from WKNQ-800 & finally a v front W-sale-TEST. Recent DX goes like this: 12/26- 4:30pm, WQOM-1060 under WTT; 4:56 s/off WCY-1530; 4: 59 s/off WJUS-1370; 5:29 s/off WIVK-860 with WERD doing the same right after WIVK; 5:33 KLCN-910 in the mess; 5:45 s/off WQXK-900; 5:58 s/off WOGR-900. 12/24- 2:02amQJLR-1060 s/off in FF, 4:25pm WLAB-910; 4:59 s/off WEEY-990; 5:59 s/off WOGR-900; 5:10 WAB down the channel. 12/27- NDK-1586 logged a:32;0:58pm; 2:07 WSGD-1360 TT; 2:31 TT-1510 IDea mentioning 5,000W, directional, couldn't get call/location - who? 12/22- 5:14pm WPAG-1260 under WNWx'60 OC; 6am s/on WSBX-860, 10:30pm CHOW-1470 like a local. 12/29 WIVK-990 easily atop WIBG @ 7:05pm, WJUL-900 s/on 7:15. 1/3- 2:10am, WACE-730 BT; 2:23 WBOL-1530 ET/march mx; 3:00 WIND-560 with WQAM & possibly WJRQ QRM. For now, 73s.

Chris Manthey - 21307 Maplewood Avenue - Cleveland 16, Ohio

Here is the latest DX here: 12/22- WDAF-610, 10:33pm. I now have all the TTC stations logged except KEMB. 12/24- WRSJ-1560 4:33am, WIVL-970, 4:33, country #9, ZFTF-950, a real powerhouse with cw mx @ 4:35; HJBI-840 4:69 a couple seconds before WHAS s/on; HJED-820 5am, WGSN-610 5:05 & KCLE-545am. 12/25- I got to go "legit" this AM, hi, but with all the ANs I heard only CMUX-590 1:03am & WVLK-590 1:15. I also heard Cubans on 550 & 570 I think, but unID. Totals now 353/72. I got a very friendly letter for a very friendly TEST from WSDC-1560. Dec. set a new record for me with new stations logged; 37. This issue marks the 15th birthday of NRCl's Youngest DXer. I think I'm still the youngest, anyway, hi. I'm going to try to send out a report before 1/7. 73.
Send all "TIPS" TO Ev Johnson, 504-16th St. Mendota, Ill. (In.E.S.T.)

"DX DOWN THE DIAL"

580 WIND Chicago, Ill. - S/off MM 03:30 - 3/off 06:00 (D.Morin-Ill.)
520 WATE Knoxville, Tenn. - S/off 06:00 (D.Aichelman-N.J.)
790 W5IG Mount Jackson, Va. S/off 05:30 (D.Aichelman-N.J.)
860 WOAY Oak Hill, Va. - S/off 07:30 (D.Aichelman-N.J.) (reports.)
900 WOZK Ozark, Ark. - R/C 3rd Tues. 5:45 - Will verify all Correct
940 CKI Montreal, Que. S/off 06:00 - Off at 1:08-Crocker (J.Fela,)
960 CKWS Kingston, Ont. - S/off 07:30 - Off 01:35 - Ev.
960 WBRC Birmingham, Ala. - S/off SUN 06:00 - Off 1:30 - Ev.
980 KSCO Phoenix, Ariz. - S/off 02:50 - D.Aichelman-N.J.
970 KSYL Alexandria, La. - Next F/C 1/20 - 06:30 - (Bill Stone, Ont.)
970 WIGL Superior, Wis. S/off Y/C at 06:00 - (Bill Stone, Ont.)
980 WAAA Winston Salem, N.C. - S/off 06:00 (Aichelman-N.J.)
1230 WJOL Burlington, Vt. S/off 05:03 - D.Aichelman-N.J.
1250 KAJI Little Rock, Ark. Cell change from KALC-QTH is
Glen Harmon Corp. 618-7th L2R. Ark. (Len Lockwood Wash.)
1310 WEBO Bedford Pa. - S/off 06:00 S/off 5:15 - Pa. (J.Brauner-Pa.)
1310 WISH Indianapolis, Ind. - S/off 05:00 - D.Aichelman-N.J.
1310 KNOX Grand Forks, N.D. - S/off 06:00 - D.Aichelman-N.J.
1310 KLAX Twin Falls, Idaho - S/off 06:00 (Aichelman-N.J.)
1320 WCPC Houston, Miss. F/C 15:00 - 2:03 - 12/11 F.Wheeler-Pa.
1330 KINE Kingsville, Tex. - Next F/C - Possibly 1/20 - 6:30 - 7. B.Stone
1350 KMRT Des Moines, Ia. - S/off 1:04 - Aichelman-N.J.
1350 W3HN New Orleans, La. - S/off 07:00 - Off 1:30 - Ev.
1370 WKY Gary, Ind. - S/off 5:30 - S/off 5:45 - P.M. - D.Morin-Ill.
1410 W5SH Tansford Pa. - had F/C 1/3 00:52-01:02 P.Wheeler-Pa.
1440 WMEM Quincy, Ill. S/off 1:58, Aichelman, N.
1460 W5CL Memphis, Tenn. S/off 05:00 Aichelman-N.J.
1480 KLEO Wichita, Kans. - S/off MM at 01:00 Aichelman-N.J.
1550 KGRO Cape Girardeau, Mo. S/off 05:15 - Off 6:00 P.M. D.Morin-Ill.
1570 COFR Orillia, Ont. S/off 00:25 - Morin I11.
1580 WCCF Punta Gorda Fla. next test last SAT. Ev. Month 5:30-5:45
TT - V's Wm. Setliffe C.E. (Bill Stone, Ont.)
1600 WFFF Columbia, Miss. had F/C TT 1/7 - 1:30-1:45 S/off 06:00 (Ev.)
1450 WFFC Cicero, Ill to be sold - Don't know if call change. (Kraul:)
Call: "MARKS."

PGP's Per List.

1st Mon. - KCTX - 1510 - 2:15:15 - WJXU-1450 - 2:1515: - WROX-1450 -
2:15:00 - WCJN-1450 - 3:10 - 3:25 - T.
1st Wed. - :KOLY-1400 - 3:30 - 3:30 - 4:00 - 4:10 - T.
4th Mon. - WAGN-1430 - 4:10 - 4:30 - T.
Info from R.Johans, Buff., N.Y. PCCC. Recommends License for
Lancaster, N.Y. 1300 ky/s 1 kw days. Seaport, Bestn., Corp.
Room for a few evening S/off's send in by D.Aichelman-N.J. P.K.
750 WPTX Clarksburg, W.Va. S/off 5:00 P.M. - WEAS 900 Savannah Ga S/off 5:1
WJL 730 - Lenoir, Tenn. S/off 5:30 P.M. & WIBL Horsehead City, N.Y & off a
5:42 p.m. WMNA Grafton, Va. Off 5:30 P.M. - WRIC 5:10 Off at 5:10 p.m. -
WJVA 1580 Off at 5:15 P.M. - WKO Ohio off at 5:15 P.M. - WIGA Off at
5:30 P.M. - KPCA Ark off at 5:59 p.m. WJNM 730 off at 5:35 P.M.

That's it for now, Best Dx and Lets keep the TIPS coming. Ev.

REGARDING DX NEWS for Dec 29 1962: This issue was mailed Friday Dec
28th believing that it might get to you a bit quicker, but again
the usual happened when this is done, delays occur at some transfer
points. So to the few writing in, your copy will be showing up shortly.
However account of this delay again happening, I will from now on stay
with the old Age. "Stick with a good thing" which means that mailing
of DX News will be Saturday mornings at 8:05 AM. First Class will as
usual be mailed sooner when possible. Thus all past delays have occurred
within the P.O. Dept as I have no control over DX News after I have
deposited them for mailing at Kensington, on schedule each issue. Ray.
Sao Paulo, Brazil: "Radio Bandeirantes" sent signals 12/29, between 0100-0200 playing some U.S. recordings, topped usual VQV image here (33)

PJC2 Willemstad, Curacao, NWI weak with lady announcer 12/29 0600-0615. Didn't verify for me last session on 855 (RM)

Xemo Tijuana, B.C, Mexico finally verified after 4 reports. V/S is Ron Alshman, GM, Box 1549, San Diego, Cal. (EJ)

Xenl Monterrey, N.L, Mexico verified reception by picture post card. V/S is Sr. Pedro David Serna, GM (RM)

Xeml Monterrey, N.L, Mexico verified reception by picture post card. V/S is Sr. Pedro David Serna, GM (RM)

+Lra Buenos Aires, Argentina on SM and MM with pop LA mix, S-3 average (RFS)

XwWl Valencia, Venezuela best just before 0600 here (RFS)

+HJCE Bogota, Colombia "La voz de Bogota" heard on MM/B (RFS)

Pja6 Oranjestad, Aruba NWI DX in EASILY, s/off 0032(35); strong most nights at 2130 with EEm news (RFL)

Yv (Caracas)Venezuela was an 12/30, girl announcer, ID and CT after each selection (RPM); "Radio Aeropuerto" Louis S-9 0000-0030, female announcer. Had Shell gas contest every 5 minutes (RFS)

+Mcx Havana, Cuba here from 1060 to help VOA (RFS) (perhaps Melodia, Ron? PTV)

+XGx Monterrey, N.L, Mexico my 4th Mexican was heard 12/10 0257-0325 with QRM from Chum. V/L back 3 WKS, air, V/S Teofilo Bechara, Mgr, 100kw (RM)

+4Va Port-au-Prince, Haiti "Radio Commerce" atop 2130 12/21, no QSL last yr (35)
Mystery. No doubt many have been hearing the strong Colombian on this freq. In spite of the frequent IDs, which sound like "Radio Cuncua" to me, I have not been able to pin it down, so wonder what some of the more sensitive ears have deduced. No name or slogan similar in WTH (3D)

Santo Domingo, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 11G with "Percolator" song. Might be HIJT but not sure (RFS). (See D.R. List 12/29 issue Ron. Closest would be an off-freq HICN-L-PVT)

*1140 +WITA San Juan, PUERTO RICO 1R the SS many are hearing on MM's (RFS)

1160 +CMK HAVANA, CUBA HERE from 1190 to help Ham VOA-1180 (RFS)

+XERF Mexico, D.F. MEXICO S-7 12/23 with WHAM off (RFS)

*1165 .... RADIO AMERICA, SWAN IS. VERIE IN. V/S John Mulkik (RFL)

1200 +HUAV Monteria, COLOMBIA so turns on this freq. 1225 kc signal may be an image from FAULTY XR (RFS)

1210 +YMMN Coro, VENEZUELA heard equal to WCAU most evenings (RFS)

1247 +4VM PORT-AU-PRINCE, HAITI "Radiodiffusion Haitienne" s/off 2130 (RFS)

1270 +XEMH Merida, YUC. MEXICO IN well MM's (RFS)

1281 +HJKN Bogota, COLOMBIA "Radio Metropolitana" S-7 s/on (RFS) (When is o/on? PVT)

1295 HOS23 Panama, PANAMA, VERIE LTR and New Year's Greeting card rec'd 1/2/63 on a report of 12/3. LTR states call LTRs and freq. V/S is Ramon Pereira P., Gerente, QRA Apto. 5117, Panama City, as per WHK. In a chain of "Radio Mia" located in Panama City, Colon, Chitre, Chorrera. Foreign verie by 198 from Calif. (HUN)

1330 XEAI MEXICO CITY, D.F. MEXICO heard 12/17 RS 0344-0349, report out (DO)

1360 MYSTERY. "Radio Popular" heard once AM when local WKAT broke down. To this HJCv from 1190? (RFS) (CMHU 1350 Cienfuegos "R. Popular" is also listed - PVT)

1395 MYSTERY. Further on the SS situation here: heard 12/25 0100 to 0130, station making frequent references to Barranquilla (CD)

1420 +HI.. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. On TIL 0407 12/31, s/off at later time, NATIONAL ANTHEM of Dominican Republic, very strong SS-9 (BS) (The 12/29 list would make it HIAE "Radio Lago" Santo Domingo so who knows - PVT)

1435 PUA5 Oranjestad, ARUBA, NWI. Never seems to s/off. Keeps QC on AN, strong (RFS)

1460 +XEET Etla, OAX. MEXICO heard 0300-0311 s/off 12/24, Ankor gave 81 slow and distinct; freq. ID's, and in at 16-7 (BS)

XEYC Ciudad Juarez, MEXICO. Nice verie LTR in SS from SR. TERRAZAS. Apparently not well heard, he blames defective RCA XR, cut to 500W (BD); Prompt verie (MM); heard easily (BS); noted 0300-0330 EE/SS pair sigs, little QRM, mostly LA MX (UB); verified DX test by SS/LTR (RM); logged here (BP)

1477 +OCX4P Cerro de Pasco, PERU noted here in N.Z. from listed (NZDXT)

1533 HJFB Bogota, COLOMBIA, AN MM 12/24 (RFS); "LA VOZ DE LA SABANA." Registered air mail LTR rec'd 12/17 report, via Ray Edge as they sent it to Buffalo. V/S is Alvaro Falla Ramirez, Director, was very profuse in his thanks for envelope of 20 different U.S. commemorative I enclosed and he reciprocated. Address as per previous bulleting. No call mentioned and frequency listed as 1520 (SRM)

1550 +HKFE Yaquis, PUERTO RICO not on DX skyl MM 12/31 but logged with SS-9 strength at 0500 s/on till 0550 (BD); not heard here (MM); nothing here, stayed with it whole half hour 0430-0500 (HJU); not here (BP); no DX heard; CC till regular s/on (RFS)

1560 WRSU San Juan, P.R. Heard on s/off 0110 12/16, KPMC QRM (OM) (Note QRA Dave) (PVT)

1585 MYSTERY. Strong LA here 12/25 0100-0200, possibly Colombian, as many heard at that time, but didn't have stamina to hang on and ID (RD)

1600 XE.../JO.. MYSTERY. Mutual QRM effort 12/17 0410-0435. JO.. had nx, talks in JJ; XE.. had usual conglomeration of LA MX and SS commercials. No ID for either. Any help? (BD) (Commercial ELIMINATE WKWF so don't know who; JAPS are & SYNCHRONIZED NHK 2 XRS - PVT)

TRANS- ATLANTIC

917 **** RABAT, MOROCCO. Radio Maroc 1 kw has ARABIC TIL 1900 s/off with CHANTING at s/off. Tetuan QRM is SS, also 1900 s/off, 5 kw (BAE)

1052 **** RACAU, ROMANIA verie LTR/CARD for 11/15 report; 3rd Romanian verie (BD)

1142 **** CONSTANTINE, ALGERIA had our local festival program in French 12/24 until 2000 s/off, good with KALINGRAD off (BAE)

1187 EJF6 Cadiz, SPAIN "Radio Juventud de Cadiz" HRD 12/28 with 2030 s/off (BAE)
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1354  ... Graz, Austria very good 0030 12/27, prompt verifier (30)

1502  ... Krakow, Poland in strong and easily readable signals 12/27 from 0030-

0100 and on 1/3 same time, new for me (20) (see Poland, 1/12 or 1/19 1D)(D)

1602  ... Nurnburg, W. Germany best in three years 0400 1/3, searchable fr. 1600(30)

TRANS-PACIFIC

590  +KGMB Honolulu, Hawaii S-8 with ID and time 0405 12/31 (HJW) after 0330(DM)

690  KORL Honolulu, Hawaii regular SMM, seem to be strongest after 0300 and fade /

870  KAIM Honolulu, Hawaii heard here each MM. They were up to S-6 0320 12/24, their

980  YC Auckland, NZ, was 58-9 0510 and later 12/29. First NZ this season here(HJW)

980  VRK3 Lautoka, Fiji S. Tentative report for 12/27 reception of station with

Fiji group weather. Under MLS most of time so no ID heard, but who else

has Fiji weather? Noted 3 note chime also, 0410-0445 (03)

990  KTRG Honolulu, Hawaii "The station with an imagination" logged 0346-0400 on

12/31 with 0400 s/off (HJW)

1020  ZCO Nuku’alofa, Tonga IS. Has been heard as early as 0100 and as late as 0335

1090  +KHAI Honolulu, Hawaii logged 0407-0428 12/31, many commercials (HJW)

1170  MYSTERY. Someone in what sounded like oriental language, after KG6Q s/off 0310

12/24. All I could hear was MX. Probably KHO as other Hawaiians Good (DM)

1420  MYSTERY. Someone with Christmas music 0346-0400. Just before 0400 a very soft

voiced announcer made some sort of announcem which I did not understand and then

a chorus/song. Didn’t hear anything after that so guess it was s/off.

Possibly 2AP or perhaps domestic (DM) (2AP voice modulation is low-pvt)

NORTH AMERICAN

960  ZF81 Pembroke, Bermuda pulled in briefly for about 5 min. 12/31 with ad for clo-

cthing store in San George (MNN); heard 12/2 on ET 0252-0300, verified 12/26

with F/L, v/s is CI, AMMIT for M. Shedd, GM (DO) (also, (EU)); Verie in,

began an 11/19 (RFL)

1235 ZEM1 Hamilton, Bermuda noted 0940 0345 12/24 (DM)

1240 ZNS2 Nassau, Bahamas heard weakly day/night, mostly MX. ZNS-1540 is officially

ZNS but still calls itself just ZNS (RFS)

1425 KOLD Thule, Greenland heard off and on 1600-2400 s/off 12/29 announced as an

air force station at 1830 and at s/off 2400 with Canadian anthem and also

SSB (RB)

AROUND THE WORLD

CANYON IS. --EOP64 Tenerife "Radio Popular de Tenerife" noted 12/24 2100, weak (BAE)

CHIN---Urumchi, Sinkiang being heard with news in local dialect 1900, AIR Rajkot

(NRN) (BAE)

CUBA --- Radio Rebelde Network is: CMW-590 Havana; CHVI-570 Santa Clara; C-MAN-840 Pinar

del Rio; CMGF-930 Matanzas; CMKN-930 Santiago de Cuba; CMGW-960 Jovellanos; CMG-840

Ciego de Avila; CMIJN-960 Camaguey; CMJN-560 Holguin; CMJN-1100 Guantanamo. Secondary

stations are CMWN-550, CMXX-1040 (ex-1060) and CMGQ-1420, all Havana (RFS)

GERMANY, WEST -- New AFN list is as per WRH/62 except that Fussen-1142 is NOT listed,

and Geoppingen-1304 is added (LR)

INDIA --- Madras "B" is now 1230 X 1420. Whether Bombay "C" 1230 has moved I don’t know

and it is not mentioned (NZDXT); AIR Rajkot-910 has been testing at 1900 with the AIR

interval signal and then a 1 minute tone. Good signal 12/27 (BAE)

IVORY COAST --- Schedule in 12/3 issue is partial since it’s for the national network

only. They also have the International Network which is heard in Sweden with 4kW; it

closes at 1900 (French QRM goes off at 1800) (LR)

IRAN --- Radio Gorgan-1466 noted with own program in Kurdish 0915, weak, QRM (BAE)

IRAQ --- The 1350 outlet listed in 12/3 1D(X) is actually on 1308, HRO in Sweden (LR)

ISRAEL --- Tel Aviv-656 broadcast Kol Israel’s programs to the UN troops 0900-1000 daily

has EE 0930-0955, and Swedish newscast 0955-1000 (BAE)

MOROCCO --- See 917Kc listing under Trans-Atlantic, above.

MOZAMBIQUE --- OR780 Lourenco Marques, 737Kc, is now 100K (NJDZRA)

NIGERIA --- Radio Kaduna, 940, verifies by letter, Box 250, kaduna, v/s is R.G. Sharpe,

CE, Letter says 940 opened in Oct., 10kW XR, but presently running about 5kW. The

250 kW XR should return by May 1963. Sked is 1100-1700 daily, Hauze and EE (LR)

POLAND --- Rzesow is now on 1497, ex-1502. Foreign service now 1502 with tremendous sig-

nal, EE news 1630-1700 (BAE)

All thru Tuesday the eighth and nearly got it all in. That’s it for this week -- pvt
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**Supremacy Ratings - January 1963**

Compiled by Henry J. Wilkinson, Jr., 6620 Beeman Ave., North Hollywood, Calif., U.S.A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DXER</th>
<th>Ctries</th>
<th>Verifies</th>
<th>Foreigns</th>
<th>N.A.</th>
<th>Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hank Tyndall, Vermont (VAC)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5650</td>
<td>1127</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>TK. (75W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kermit Geary, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4338</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>W3BY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hank Holbrook, Maryland</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>3194</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>KFAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Botzum, Pennsylvania (VAC)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4207</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Dangerfield, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>R, ANTI GUA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stan Morris, Massachusetts</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>3297</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>W3BY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pete Taylor, California</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>AHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray Moore, Massachusetts</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>QUADELOUPE-643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilding Gustafson, Illinois (VAC)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>WXLG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Roy, Indiana</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>KFAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Millar, Washington</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>KBOC (GREENLAND)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Allen, California Only</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2342</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>ACA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hank Wilkinson, California Only</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2366</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>MMW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Atherton, Massachusetts</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1288</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>T6W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Godwin, Colorado</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>KINY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurice Ashby, Kansas (VAC)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>AFSR-P.R., 50w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Duggan, Georgia</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>HOK-250w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Rugg, Quebec</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>WKFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarence Freeman, California Only</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>AFSR-ADAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Gangler, Maryland</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>R, QUADELOUPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raleigh Bibb, California</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>VOUS-50w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Williams, Connecticut</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2240</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>WlDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marv Robbins, Colorado</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>VEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev Johnson, Illinois</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2371</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>W9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sid Steele, Illinois</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2693</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>YSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurice Nittler, Colorado</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>KFQD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Wheeler, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1394</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>KFAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas John, Illinois</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Goldy, Illinois</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7573</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>XEOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Schwartz, California</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam McLaughlan, Quebec</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>HIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

A. Quite a few members missed this January listing due to the holidays. I'll be expecting mail from those who have been contacted.

B. Hank Tyndall's latest verified countries are: Angola, Jordan, Iran, Ukraine, and Saudi Arabia. The Post Office in Burlington now has Hank T. as a partner. He owns 51!!!!

C. Hats off to Kermit Geary of Pennsylvania. He has 4336 verified countries in 61 countries.

D. Ben Dangerfield has added Tunisia, Ivory Coast, and Australia to his very fine list.

E. Dave Roy added W, Samoa, and made it country 246. Must use an HQ receiver.

F. Maurice Ashby has added the following verified countries: V, Jamaica, Aruba, and the Bahamas.

G. Andy Rugg increased his country total from 16 to 29. Who are they, Andy???

H. Marv Robbins added Australia, Nicaragua, Haiti, and Okinawa. Foreign DX intriguing?

I. Maurice Nittler added Honduras and Haiti. Only need 199 more countries to catch Hank Tyndall, Maurice...

J. Dallas John enters the "Ratings" with 16 countries. Watch these Illinois DXers.

K. Larry Schwartz of California also entered. Trying to keep Illinois honest...

L. February listing will list your best for South America. Do I have your latest?